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Abstract 

This project investigates the viability of using reconditioned batteries, which have lost part of their original 

capacity while powering electric vehicles (EVs), to minimize the expenses of fast-charging infrastructures 

under the three charging scenarios where fast-charging mode is likely to be needed the most. The analysis 

is conducted for the Spanish scenario and considers the retail electricity tariff that best suits the requirements 

of a FCS. The economic analysis is performed on an annual basis and is tackled with an optimization 

algorithm, formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem and run on MATLAB. The expected 

lifetime of the ESS, being made of reused automotive cells, is estimated with a semi-empirical approach, 

using an iterative process and implemented in MATLAB. A sensitivity analysis is conducted on three input 

parameters that were identified to have a considerable impact on the system design and performance.  

Overall, results show that with current figures energy storage integration in FCSs is viable as it effectively 

reduces the infrastructure expenses in all scenarios. Peak-shaving is identified as the main source of cost 

savings while demand shifting is not effective at all. The latter is further discussed in the sensitivity analysis 

and some considerations are elaborated. The most profitable scenario for storage integration is the case of 

a fast-charger located in a urban environment while, surprisingly, the lowest cost savings are obtained in the 

highway case. The sensitivity analysis illustrates the impact and effects that electricity prices and specific cost 

of both the power converter and the second-life batteries produce on the optimal system design. Moreover, 

charging demand profiles are deeply analyzed and their main implications highlighted. 
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 Introduction 

 

This chapter offers a panorama of the major environmental issues the transport sector is responsible 

for and continues with a description of the motivations that have brought electric vehicles back into the 

spotlight. The reader is then introduced to the main barriers currently limiting a large deployment of 

electricity-powered vehicles and is provided with an overview of the most relevant initiatives 

implemented to overcome them. The last part of this chapter intends to explain the motivations behind 

the development of this project and clarifies the questions the author aims at answering. The chapter 

ends with the description of the methodology implemented to investigate the research topic. 

 

1.1 Background information 

A distinctive feature of our civilization today is doubtless the spread use of mechanical power. For long 

time, man’s muscles, trained animals, wind and running streams represented the primary sources of power 

before the invention of the engine, a machine capable of converting one form of energy to another. In 

particular, in transport on land, sea and air, the internal combustion engine (ICE) has been the dominating 

technology thanks to its capability to convert the thermal energy released by the combustion of a fuel into 

mechanical power (Sierzchula et al., 2012) (McGraw, 2012). This has not been always true, though. In fact, 

during the early stages of the automobile development, ICE vehicles competed with electric powered cars 

in the race for dominance. During the 1900’s, some of the most famous scientists and innovators such as 

Ferdinand Porsche, Tomas Edison and Henry Ford strongly supported the concept of electric-motion and 

worked to build a competitive electric vehicle. However, ICE vehicles finally imposed thanks mainly to their 

lower cost and to the abundance of gasoline (Matulka, 2014) (Sierzchula et al., 2012). 

What made the ICE a success at that time is today its major drawback. In fact, these devices use the energy 

contained into a fuel that, through a thermo-chemical reaction with an oxidizer (typically air), produces high-

pressure products that are expanded through a piston or a turbine to produce the desired propulsion force. 

However, this chemical process commonly called “combustion” also produces air pollutants such as carbon 

monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), hydrocarbons (HCs), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 

particulate matter (PM), contained in the exhaust gases and considered harmful for human health 

(Nederhoff, 2009). 

Transport is of vital importance in our society and represents the backbone of our economies. It stimulates 

growth and employment and connects people, cities, countries and economies all around the world 

(Alexander and Gartner, 2012a). However, due to its polluting nature, it is also responsible for damaging 

the environment, the human health and the climate. In the last decades, while all the major economic sectors 

have managed to reduce the greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions, those produced by the transport sector 

have increased. GHG emissions from road vehicles are 17% higher respect to the 1990 level, while the 

contribution of the transport sector to the total European GHG emissions has increased from 13% in 1990 

to almost 20% in 2014 (Alexander and Gartner, 2012a).   

Despite the technology has experienced major improvements achieving significant reduction in the amount 

of (GHG) emissions (Alexander and Gartner, 2012a), the transport sector is still responsible for around 

23% of global energy-related GHG emissions  (International Energy Agency, 2016). Emissions from road 

transport sector are particularly harmful for human health since vehicles are intensively driven in very 

populated regions, releasing the air pollutants at ground level and consequently leading to inhabitants 

suffering the most from their related harmful effects. In many European cities, the air quality standards set 

by the European Union (EU) and the World Health Organization (WHO) are often not met due mainly to 
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emissions from road vehicles (European Environment Agency, 2016). According to the 2DS1 of the IEA 

Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP) series setting the targets of GHG emission reduction, the urgent 

need to respond to the threat of climate change requires the transport sector to evolve and to reduce its 

environmental footprint. In fact, in order to limit the temperature increase to 2°C, the IEA 2DS indicates 

that the emissions from the transport sector should contribute to about one-fifth of the total energy-related 

GHG emissions reduction in 2050 (International Energy Agency, 2016b).  

In this context, electric vehicles2 (EVs) have appeared again on the spotlight. They have proven themselves 

to be a valid alternative to conventional vehicles running on polluting engines and to be able to offer a low 

or zero-emission mean of transport while satisfying the needs of the users (Falvo et al., 2014). According to 

the ambitious emissions reduction targets described in the IEA ETP,  limiting the temperature increase to 

2 °C requires the stock of EVs to reach 150 million (10% of the total) by 2030, as depicted in Figure 1, and 

nearly 1 billion by 2050 (International Energy Agency, 2016b). Despite the market of EV has experienced 

a massive boost during recent years, there are still several barriers impeding such technology to express its 

full potential. Moreover, the extent to which a widespread use of EVs will contribute to reducing emissions 

significantly depends on where the electricity required to recharge their batteries is produced from - e.g. 

renewables, fossil fuels, or nuclear (Alexander and Gartner, 2012a). It is estimated that net CO2 savings will 

only be possible in countries with an emission intensity of the electricity mix below 700 grams of CO2 per 

kilowatt-hour (700 g of CO2/kWh) (International Energy Agency, 2016b). 

 

Figure 1 - Deployment scenarios of electric cars in the vehicle stock 
SOURCE: (International Energy Agency, 2016b) 

The importance of removing the barriers to electrification of the transport system is reflected by the several 

“market pull” policies put in place during recent years. Regulatory measures including fuel economy 

standards and tailpipe emissions regulations as well as financial levelers such as differentiated vehicle 

taxation have been implemented in different countries for favoring EVs penetration (International Energy 

Agency, 2016b). In Europe, the strategy for improving fuel economy of cars sold into the European market 

is gradually forcing the automotive industry to change the nature of the vehicles, imposing stricter and 

stricter mandatory emissions reduction targets. From 2015 onwards, all new cars must comply with the 130 

grams of CO2 per kilometer (130 g of CO2/km) emission limit; a limit that will drop to a maximum of 95 

g of CO2/ km by 2021. Automakers whose fleet’s average CO2 emissions exceeds the limit value in a given 

year have to pay an excess emissions premium for each car registered (European Commission, 2016).  

The first emission standards were implemented in California in 1960 and were a consequence of the elevated 

air pollution levels produced mainly by road vehicles, making it necessary for the United States to limit 

emissions in urban areas. Since then, regulatory programs for tailpipe emissions as well as low-sulfur fuel 

                                                      
1 2DS = 2°C scenario: It represents the most optimistic scenario where the emission trajectory of the energy system 
leads to a 50% chance of limiting average global temperature growth to 2°C. 
2 Generally, the “electric vehicle” category includes Battery Electric, Plug-in Hybrid Electric and Fuel Cell Electric 
Vehicles (BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs). However, for the scope of this report, the EVs category will only include BEVs 
and PHEVs. 
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requirements have been developed in many countries all around the world (International Energy Agency, 

2016b).  

At European level, the “Euro 6” standard for light-duty vehicles (cars and vans) currently regulates 

emissions of PM, NOx, HC, CO and CO2. The regulation has been generally successful in limiting exhaust 

emissions from road transport in cities and urban agglomerations but seems to have failed in reducing NOx 

emissions. In fact, a significant discrepancy has been identified between NOx emissions measured with 

laboratory tests (especially for diesel vehicles) and in real-life driving conditions. As a matter of fact, 

transport sector was responsible for 46% of total NOx emission in the European Union in 2013. To deal 

with this issue, a Real Driving Emissions test procedure (RDE) will enter in force on September 2017 with 

the aim of better reflecting the actual emission on road (European Commission, 2016). What led the 

European Commission to introduce a stricter and more precise test procedure lies mainly on the effect that 

NOx have at environmental level. In terms of Global Warming Potential3 (GWP), NOx are around 300 

times more polluting than CO2 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2002), are toxic for human health 

and can lead to the formation of particulate matter and ozone (International Energy Agency, 2016a). 

At the same time, governments are complementary stimulating the spread of EVs with various financial 

support mechanisms. According to (Nemry and Brons, 2011), purchase incentives have been identified to 

be the most effective instrument for promoting electric car sales in the United States. At national level, 

buyers of EVs can benefit from tax credits capped at 7.500 USD for BEVs and 4.000 USD for PHEVs. 

Moreover, other types of financial incentives are available regionally. As shown in Figure 2, in 2015, the 

largest market for EVs was China overtaking the US with 200.000 new registrations.  In the same year, 

Norway reached the highest market shares for electric cars globally (23%) and showed the best policy 

framework in terms of financial support with a purchase tax exemption reaching 12.000 USD. In addition, 

BEVs are also exempt from paying the value-added tax (VAT) set to 25% of the vehicle price before tax 

(International Energy Agency, 2016b). 

 

Figure 2 - EV sales and market share in a selection of countries and regions, 2015 
Source: (International Energy Agency, 2016b) 

Although there are many different ways to store electricity, nowadays, the tendency is to use lithium-ion (Li-

ion) batteries as energy storage system (ESS) in EVs. Similarly to what stopped the adoption of EVs back 

in in the 1990’s, the primary issue limiting a large deployment of EVs today is the trade-off between battery 

performance (lifespan and driving range) and price (Sierzchula et al., 2012). 

With the launch of the first models of BEVs, what discouraged users from buying electric cars was the high 

vehicle cost and the so-called “range anxiety”, issues that can be both attributed to the high cost of the ESS. 

Thanks to “Technology push” actions including technology learning, direct research, development and 

demonstration (RD&D) and mass production, battery cost dropped from around 1.000 USD/kWh in 2008 

                                                      
3 It is defined as the cumulative radiative forcing - both direct and indirect effects - integrated over a period of time  
from the emission of a unit mass of gas relative to CO2 
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to around 268 USD/kWh in 2015 corresponding to a 73% reduction in 7 years (International Energy 

Agency, 2016b). The other issue was related to the distance a BEV could drive before requiring a recharge, 

which was considered too short for most drivers (Knutsen, 2013). Recent improvements in battery energy 

density, which went from around 60 Wh/L in 2008 to 295 Wh/L in 2015 representing a 400% increase (see 

Figure 3), seem to have alleviated the range anxiety issue; however, there still exist another one: the “charging 

anxiety”. The expression commonly refers to the lack of charging infrastructure and to the fear of not 

finding a charging spot when needed. In addition, most of the existing infrastructures require quite long 

time to add consistent additional range to the EV battery. From a technological perspective, currently very 

few batteries can support high voltages when recharging - e.g. most EV batteries have a rated voltage of 350 

V (Hydro Quebec, 2015), limiting the charging power and making the charging process consequently much 

longer than a conventional refueling of a petrol or diesel engine car. 

 

Figure 3 - Evolution of battery energy density and cost 
Source: (International Energy Agency, 2016b) 

When a battery reaches its end of life, it does not necessarily mean that it can no longer be used. The loss 

of performance of batteries (also called “aging process”) has two origins: one is related to the use (the cycle 

fade) and another happening with time (calendar fade). Both effects degrade the battery as result of internal 

resistance increase, leading to higher energy losses, lower energy efficiency and reduced peak power, and 

loss of usable capacity (Julien et al., 2016). Since these phenomena affect the performance of the EV itself 

and car manufacturers prefer to give a good image rather than a mediocre experience to their clients, it is 

generally recognized that EVs batteries should be retired when they have reached approximately 70-80% of 

their initial state of health (SOH), corresponding to the end of the battery 1st life and the beginning of its 

2nd (Saez-de-Ibarra et al., 2015) (Cready et al., 2003). Therefore, while they are not suitable for electro-

mobility applications anymore, they can still work in less-demanding applications where energy and power 

density are not as critical as in motion applications (Cready et al., 2003). What was considered as a product 

at its disposal stage can actually become a business opportunity. For this reason, different automakers are 

showing interest in the topic since these batteries could still have a residual value and could represent an 

unexpected source of revenues. Of particular interest is the pilot project SUNBATT (see Figure 4) 

(Movilidad Electrica, 2016) launched in 2016 by SEAT where 4 PHEV batteries contained into a 15 m2 

maritime container are integrated into a micro-grid, also composed of PV panels, grid connection and EV 

chargers.  
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Figure 4 - Sunbatt project demonstrator at SEAT facilities in Martorell, Catalunya, Spain 

At domestic level, Renault has recently signed up an agreement with the British company Powervault where, 

during the one-year project, the French car manufacturers will supply 50 rehabilitated batteries that will be 

installed together with PV panels in households’ homes (Movilidad Electrica, 2017). Of totally different 

nature and size is the project announced by the group Renualt-Nissan in which reused batteries will be used 

to build one of the largest ESS aiming at giving support to the power grid (Noya, 2017b). Beyond a purely 

economic perspective, giving automotive batteries a second-life brings along indirect benefits since, being a 

valid alternative to other ESS, their reuse would mitigate the batteries’ environmental footprint (Martinez-

Laserna et al., 2017). In addition, an extra revenue stream coming from the reuse of automotive batteries 

can help to reduce the price of the EV itself making it more attractive and competitive respect to its direct 

competitor.  

Many projects and studies investigating if and how reused batteries can serve other purposes at the end of 

their 1st life have been done so far. The topic can be analyzed from different perspectives including how 

batteries degrade after their 1st life, what second-life application would allow obtaining the highest benefits 

in terms of both economic and environmental terms, and what business models automakers should embrace 

in order to make the concept of battery second-life feasible and sustainable.  

1.2 Motivation 

An adequately designed infrastructure of fast-chargers is indispensable factor for quick EV acceptance in 

the society. With current EV market penetration level, private fast-charging stations are not considered 

profitable businesses due to the high cost of the charger itself, to the characteristics of its operation and to 

the scarce charging request (Noya, 2017a) (CIRCE, 2015). From here arises the need to minimize the 

expenses of such infrastructures in order to stimulate their deployment by both private and public entities. 

The introduction of an energy storage system has the potential to reduce the operational costs of fast-

chargers by both enabling the system to carry out a cost-effective energy management responding to 

electricity price variations and to reduce the peak power demand without affecting the reliability of their 

operation. Moreover, such control strategy is also beneficial for the power distribution network since the 

increase of power demand would be mitigated. Lithium-ion battery appears to be the most promising 

technology; however, its high specific cost is still a challenge that has needs to be overcome. Similarly, the 

deployment of EVs is being contained by the high price of batteries and their relatively short lifespan. The 

latter also means that, if a large deployment of EVs is to be achieved, a huge amount of batteries would 

have to be produced, recycled and disposed in the coming years; and concerns should arise regarding their 

related environmental footprint. So, what if all these issues had a common link?  

Repurposing EVs batteries at the end of their automotive life to serve less demanding (stationary) 

applications can represent a solution to many of the aforementioned problems. During the last decade, 

research centers, industries and universities have invested both time and financial resources in investigating 

the feasibility of reusing automotive batteries after their 1st life. Many different types of studies have been 

conducted on the topic; however, very few of them have addressed the reuse of repurposed batteries in EV 
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fast-charging stations (FCS). And those few limited the analysis to very specific cases without properly 

considering altogether the electricity tariff structure, the implementation of an optimal control strategy and 

the evaluation of the residual useful life of batteries at the beginning of their 2nd life.  

1.3 Objectives 

Therefore, this project proposes the use of batteries, which have lost part of their original performance 

while power electric vehicles, for minimizing the capital and operational costs of EV fast-charging 

infrastructures. The study aims at answering the question on whether the trade-off between the reduced 

cost of such batteries and their residual performance at the beginning the 2nd life effectively reduces the 

costs of the station’s operation. The investigation is conducted for the Spanish scenario and takes into 

account a related electricity tariff design. Different charging demand scenarios, corresponding to the cases 

where fast-charging is likely to be most needed, are analyzed with the aim of evaluating which case is the 

most viable in terms of potential savings. The analysis is conducted by means of an optimization algorithm 

that calculates the optimal ratings of the system’s elements while considering capital and operational costs. 

The project aims at answering the following questions: 

1. Could an ESS made of second-life automotive batteries minimize the capital and operational costs 

of an EV FCS located in Spain? If yes, what economic impact does its integration have in the three 

main scenarios where fast-charging mode is likely to be needed the most?  

2. Considering the design of the Spanish electricity tariff that best suits this application, what services 

should the ESS provide in order to minimize the infrastructure expenses? 

1.4 Methods and analytical framework 

The project objective is to evaluate whether second-life batteries having reduced lifetime and performances 

are suitable to serve as on-site ESS in FCSs. The economic analysis considers the cost of the relevant 

system’s elements as well as the design of the Spanish electricity tariff that best suits such application. Any 

cost a potential station’s owner would have to borne regardless the integration of an ESS is not taken into 

account. To conduct the economic analysis is developed an optimization algorithm built as a mixed-integer 

linear programming problem and implemented in MATLAB. The mathematical model is used to evaluate 

the economic feasibility of introducing an ESS in a FCS located in three of the most significant locations. 

Six charging demand scenarios in total are analyzed. A sensitivity analysis is also conducted with the purpose 

of evaluating how different input parameters affect the results.  

All the phases along the project development required an extensive research and collection of data and 

document analysis. Different sources such as academic papers, company’s reports, interviews with 

companies’ experts as well as professors and other fellow students were consulted in order to gather the 

required information. The analytical framework with its main phases implemented to face the research 

problem is shown in Figure 5 

 

Figure 5 – Visual representation of the implemented methodology with its main phases 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

This phase is of fundamental importance along the project development as it enabled to identify the research 

gap and the theoretical and methodological approaches to fill it. The research aimed at gaining an overall 

understanding on the research topic and at having a broader vision of what researchers have done in the 

fields of charging infrastructures, energy storage systems and second-life automotive batteries. Of particular 

importance are (Corchero et al., 2012; Gunter et al., 2013; Gunter, Afridi and Perreault, 2013; Negarestani et 

al., 2016) where the authors present different methodologies, all based on optimization algorithms, to 

evaluate the profitability of introducing an ESS into a FCS. Some of them also contemplates the possibility 

of coupling the charging infrastructure with a renewable energy generation unit. Similarly, the publications 

(Canals-Casals, Amante-García and Castellà-Dagà, 2016) and (Reid G.Julve, 2016) enabled to identify the 

main factors influencing the battery degradation. The development of the methodology for estimating the 

expected lifetime of the second-life cells was finally possible thanks to what described in (Canals Casals and 

Amante García, 2017) and (Canals Casals, Amante García and González Benítez, 2015) and to interviews 

with one of the authors. Moreover, it is important to mention the contribution of (Saez-de-Ibarra et al., 

2015; Martinez-Laserna et al., 2017) that allowed to gain a better understanding on how battery aging can be 

implemented in an optimization problem.  

ANALYSIS OF THE SPANISH LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

A fundamental phase of the project development is the investigation of the electricity market along with its 

related legislative framework. In the first part, the analysis enabled to collect all the relevant information 

regarding the electricity market structure and the main regulatory bodies and laws. Then, the focus moved 

to the electricity network access tariffs and, more specifically, to the identification of the most suitable ones 

for a FCS. This phase enabled to identify the tariff that best suits the FCS considered in this project with all 

its features. The suitability of the selected tariff was confirmed by the analysis of the project SIRVE4 (Econ 

et al., 2011). Finally, it was analyzed the ministerial order regulating the activity of “el gestor de carga”, the 

new and only market player allowed to resell electricity for providing EV with charging services.  

DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL  

The development of the mathematical model was only possible thanks to the information gathered in the 

previous phases. The problem is addressed with a mathematical optimization approach seeking to minimize 

the annual costs of the station considering capital costs (i.e. cost of the equipment, grid connection cost) 

and operational costs (i.e. cost associated with purchasing electricity from the grid). The optimization 

algorithm is developed as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem and its formulation is 

implemented in MATLAB. Such programming approach was preferred over others since it allows to 

properly considering the operation of the battery. The algorithm only considers those costs that are 

susceptible to vary across different system designs and therefore does not include the expenses that a 

potential station’s owner should cover regardless the presence of an ESS. The model is built is such a way 

that it permits to calculate the annual expenses of the FCS with and without an ESS and to evaluate the 

viability of energy storage integration under different charging demand scenarios. The battery degradation 

is evaluated through an iterative method using the outputs of the optimization algorithm.  

IDENTIFICATION OF CHARGING DEMAND SCENARIOS 

After interviewing some experts at SEAT, it was commonly agreed to use the optimization model to 

investigate the viability of introducing an ESS in those FCSs where fast-charging modes are likely to be most 

needed. Therefore, three locations where the deployment of fast-chargers is likely to increase consistently 

in the following years were selected. The development of different charging demand scenarios was based 

on different publications such as (CIRCE, 2015), (Celli et al., 2015), (Chen et al., 2016) and (Simpson and 

                                                      
4 Project SIRVE integrates a renewable generation unit, an ESS and different EV chargers into a single system. It aims 
at creating a platform to facilitate the recharge of EVs and at reducing the impact that EV chargers have on the power 
network. The system was deployed in 2014 in the CIRCE facility close to Zaragoza, Spain. More information is 
available at https://www.urbener.com/sirve/  

https://www.urbener.com/sirve/
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Markel, 2012) where the authors evaluate the daily probability distribution of quick charges at different sites. 

Concerning the charging scenario at a work site, the daily distribution of charging events was built with the 

help of experts at SEAT since no information was found in the literature. The active power consumption 

curves of three BEVs (Nissan Leaf, Tesla model S 90D and Peugeot Ion) were obtained from both literature 

and SEAT. Particularly, the first two were retrieved from other studies  (Sbordone et al., 2016; Nyland, 2017) 

and the last one was provided by SEAT. Three future scenarios are also built and investigated with the 

model. Data and insights on current utilization of fast-chargers in Barcelona was provided by the company 

EVECTRA, an engineering firm active in the field of charging infrastructures.  

SIMULATIONS & SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The optimization algorithm was implemented to evaluate the economic impact of ESS integration under 

different demand scenarios. The analysis of the results enabled to identify that some input parameters 

strongly affect the economic feasibility of installing an ESS (i.e. power converter specific cost, electricity 

prices) while the value of others might not be well-founded (specific cost of second-life batteries). Therefore, 

a sensitivity analysis aiming at determining their influence on the simulation results was conducted. 
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 Literature review 

 

The first step of all investigations consists of exploring what other researchers have achieved before in 

the fields related to the research topic; and this is what this chapter contains: a review of some relevant 

studies and projects with comparable objectives that are necessary to understand the purpose and value 

of this particular thesis. Therefore, the content of this chapter should be understood as the backbone of 

this project, providing background information, state-of-the-art knowledge as well as methodological 

and theoretical approaches to the researched topic. 

 

 

The last decade has witnessed the beginning of a new era for the transport sector with EVs leading the 

change. Much research has focused on the many challenges limiting a large deployment of EVs and many 

solutions have been proposed so far. The availability of an adequate public network of recharging 

infrastructure is a key element for reaching high EVs market penetration (Gong, Fu and Li, 2016). FCSs 

have gained particular attention thanks to their capability to drastically reduce the charging time, which in 

turn increases the competitiveness of EVs over the conventional ones. The optimization of such 

infrastructures is of fundamental importance and can be studied from different angles. The technology is 

still at its early stages of development and various aspects such as the optimal planning and operation of 

FCSs, the optimization of EVs charging strategy, business models, and optimization of a power network’s 

operation under different penetration levels of EVs still need to be deeply assessed (Gong, Fu and Li, 2016). 

The optimal planning of charging stations was investigated by (Andrews et al.). They studied how EVs would 

perform in meeting the driving needs of vehicle owners and created a user charging model considering all 

the trips a vehicle is supposed to drive and the availability of charging infrastructure. The first interesting 

result was obtained from the statistical analysis of the data on driving patterns of vehicles in Chicago and 

Seattle. The authors point out that the range of some mass produced EVs such the Nissan Leaf is actually 

greater than the average distance travelled by conventional vehicles and therefore range anxiety may not be 

well founded sometimes. Other outcomes indicate that an appropriate planning practice for placing charging 

station on public ground can drastically reduce the probability that an EV fails in completing a trip and can 

help to minimize the investment cost of installing charging infrastructures. 

Similarly, (Gong, Fu and Li, 2016) proposed an abstract-map-based, multi-layer strategy to optimally plan 

public FCSs including locating their sites and assigning their capacities while reducing the infrastructure 

costs and mitigating the negative effects on the local grid and on the transportation system. The authors 

claim that the proposed integrated approach can achieve better results compared to other planning strategies 

and seem to be a promising method for optimally placing charging infrastructures. A Similar study was 

conducted by (Andrenacci, Ragona and Valenti, 2016) where they propose a strategy for optimal allocation 

of charging infrastructure. The methodology is based on real information on conventional private vehicle 

usage in the urban area of Rome and it is assumed a complete switch from conventional vehicles to an 

equivalent fleet of electric ones. In the conclusions, it is highlighted that having information about real 

driving patterns is a valuable resource in this type of analysis.  

Another interesting work was done by (Di Giorgio et al., 2016) where they present a real time control strategy 

for integrating an ESS into an EV FCS. They implemented a model predictive control methodology aiming 

at optimally distribute the power available at the station among the charging spots while managing the 

different priorities of the plugged vehicles and controlling the storage for efficiently sustaining the charging 

process.  

(García-Triviño et al., 2016) proposed a new decentralized strategy for controlling the power sources in an 

EV FCS equipped with PV panels and a battery storage system. The main contribution of this paper is the 
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decentralized energy management system of the station based on local controllers allowing the different 

power sources to operate independently and consequently facilitating the integration of new elements into 

the system.  

(Bai, Du and Lukic, 2010) investigated how to minimize the strain that a FCS for EVs has on the power 

network while providing the plugged vehicles with the required power. Results show that, since the average 

power demand is considerably lower than the peak power demand, the size of the grid tie capacity can be 

potentially reduced. What is interesting to highlight is the proposal of a common DC bus distribution 

architecture (Figure 6 – Right) that, combined with energy storage, would allow for a further reduction of 

the grid tie capacity.  

 

Figure 6 – Left: Conventional AC bus distribution architecture.  
Right: Common DC bus distribution architecture 

Source: (Bai, Du and Lukic, 2010) 

Although an AC bus based system is more convenient from a practical point of view, the DC bus 

architecture has its advantages such as easier integration of renewables and reduction of both energy losses 

and hardware costs. Results show that, with the introduction of supercapacitors, the grid tie capacity can be 

drastically reduced by sizing it with average power demand rather than the peak without affecting its 

effectiveness. 

A comparison between the AC bus and the DC bus concepts was also carried out in the Edison research 

project, which was partly funded by the Danish transmission system operator (TSO) Energinet.dk's research 

program FORSKEL (Kristensen et al., 2011). The conclusion is that the AC distribution bus is cheaper and 

easier to install respect to the DC solution. However, it should be mentioned that the study was carried out 

some years ago and no hardware cost for DC/DC converters was available at that time.  

As previously mentioned, fast chargers offer users the possibility to shorten the charging time of EV 

batteries by supplying high power. Generally, demanding high power might put sudden strain on the power 

grid and therefore, in some countries, utilities have implemented demand charges schemes to tackle the 

issue. (McPhail, 2014) studied how the integration of an appropriately sized ESS can help a DC fast charger 

owner to reduce or even avoid annual demand charges. The author analyzes the profitability of integrating 

an ESS into an existing DC fast-charger located in the San Diego Gas and Electric supply region, California, 

which has one of the highest demand charges in the U.S. Results show that implementing an ESS in fast-

charging infrastructure to limit the instantaneous peak power demand is only profitable in regions where 

demand charges are high enough to justify the high cost of the energy storage and its relatively short lifespan. 

The author also highlights that there exists the possibility to participate in demand response programs in 

order to create additional sources of revenues. However, with low storage capacity and considering the strict 

rules of demand response programs, it is pointed out the need for the fast charging unit to participate 

through a third-party aggregator, which does not incur in penalties or does not need to guarantee minimum 

response times.  

An interesting study was conducted by (Islam et al., 2015) who proposed an energy balance method for 

optimum sizing of an EV FCS equipped with a photovoltaic system for on-site electricity generation, a 

battery ESS and a grid transformer and circumscribed by the grid constraints.  
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(Negarestani et al., 2016) proposes a methodology to determine the optimal capacity of an ESS for a FCS 

with the aim of minimizing the operational cost of the infrastructure and of reducing its impact on the 

power grid. Results show that introducing an ESS brings economic profits thanks to the reduction of the 

operational costs along with physical benefits for the electricity network as the peak load increment is 

alleviated. It is also pointed out that time-varying electricity prices further increase the economic benefits of 

an ESS while fixed electricity rate might make the introduction of an ESS not viable. By using a life-cycle 

methodology, the costs of different energy storage technologies are converted into annualized unit cost 

(AUC) [€/kWh] and then compared. It is shown that batteries costs are considerably lower respect to 

flywheels; however, their lower lifespan and energy efficiency finally leads to select flywheels.  

(Corchero et al., 2012) propose a potential solution for improving the typical architecture of a fast charging 

station, which generally consists of an AC/DC converter per charging point and with no ESS. Results from 

the optimization analysis demonstrate that implementing a single AC/DC converter leading to a common 

DC bus architecture together with an ESS produces significant benefits. Main advantages of using a 

common DC bus architecture are easier control of the power converters and reduced energy losses thanks 

to the possibility to distribute the electricity at high DC voltage. The introduction of an ESS would allow 

the station to supply more power than the maximum permitted by the grid tie. Moreover, the impact on the 

grid as well as the operational cost of the facility would be reduced since energy could be stored during off-

peak periods. Main goals are to estimate the optimal size of the grid tie and of the AC/DC converter and 

the optimal capacity of the ESS considering PEV penetration, investment and operational costs. What is 

interesting to mention is that the break-even point making the introduction of an ESS profitable is achieved 

for battery price of 430 €/kWh. With lower storage prices, the grid tie and ESS are further increased in 

order to maximize the purchase of electricity during off-peak hours. It should be noticed that there seems 

to be a lack of information related to the electricity market structure. In fact, in the optimization analysis, 

the electricity tariff only considers the electricity price. However, the structure of Spanish electricity tariffs 

is much more complex and includes other costs, which are not taken into account. The most relevant, which 

is likely to have a great impact on the optimal size of the infrastructure components, is the cost of the 

capacity charges. The characteristics of the electricity tariffs will be deeply addressed in the chapter 

“Network access tariffs”, since it is of fundamental importance for this project. 

A vast diffusion of EVs together with a large deployment of renewable distributed generation are key players 

in the fight against climate change and, day by day, are becoming a closer reality (Gunter, Afridi and 

Perreault, 2013). The mitigation of the undesired impacts that both technologies have on the electric grid is 

being carefully studied by many and several methodology for optimizing and integrating fast-chargers and 

renewable power generation units have been proposed. The paper presented by (Gunter, Afridi and 

Perreault, 2013) proposes an optimization-based algorithm for designing a grid-connected FCS that 

integrates an ESS and a renewable generation unit. This publication represents an expansion of the authors’ 

previous work (Gunter et al., 2013) and its contribution has been particularly helpful for this thesis project. 

Of remarkable interest are the lifecycle cost model implemented to compare alternative system designs and 

the three mathematical formulations for the optimization analysis. The optimal design is defined as the 

architecture with the lowest system lifecycle cost and is evaluated with the three mathematical models, which 

seek to minimize the system cost objective function. A linear programming approach is firstly implemented 

given its good mathematical accuracy and easiness to frame. A search-based formulation and a mixed-integer 

linear programming are applied afterwards for validating the results. The former is heuristic in nature and 

only allows the user to evaluate the system lifecycle cost for given design parameters. In other words, the 

user has to introduce manually the values of the design parameters. The last mathematical approach is the 

most precise when calculating the minimum of the cost objective function but is computationally more 

demanding than the others. The methodology is applied to a residential Level II charging system where the 

peak power consumed by the charger is greater than what can be supplied by the grid. A sensitivity analysis 

is performed to evaluate the influence that three different variables have on the optimal system design. The 

selected variables are: the storage technology with associated costs, the time at which a PEV starts charging 

and the cost of solar PV. Lead-acid and Li-ion technologies are compared and results show that the latter 
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becomes more attractive when its specific cost drops below 455 $/kW. In designs with a photovoltaic 

system, the optimal solution is greatly affected by the time at which the charging service is provided. 

Obviously, the lowest system lifecycle cost is obtained when the recharge of the EV and the peak power 

from the sun occur approximately at the same time.  

Similarly to what happens to most things, EV batteries are susceptible to age with time and use. It is generally 

considered that such batteries are not suitable for traction purpose when they have lost approximately 20% 

of the initial capacity, which in terms of vehicle drivability results in a decrease of performance. Typical 

values of EV battery lifespan ranges between 5 and 7 years but can be highly affected by the operating 

conditions such as working temperature, depth of discharge (DOD), C-rate5, SOC etc.. (Reid G.Julve, 2016). 

Each one of these factors influences the aging process in different proportion originating capacity losses, 

decrease in energy and power delivered, and security (Canals-Casals, Amante-García and Castellà-Dagà, 

2016). The loss of performance is generated from the interaction of several factors. (Canals-Casals, Amante-

García and Castellà-Dagà, 2016) classified these aging inducers in three main categories: 1. Electrochemical 

and chemic/physical effects, 2. Unbalance and 3. Efficiency. The first one refers to the reduction in the 

amount of lithium available for electron exchanges. The second effect is not related to the battery itself but 

is generated by its control unit, the battery energy management system (BEMS). The last category is 

associated with the increase of the battery’s internal resistance increase, which causes higher heat and power 

losses. In the publication (Canals-Casals, Amante-García and Castellà-Dagà, 2016), the authors analyze in 

what proportion each one of the aforementioned factors affects the battery capacity loss and how drivers 

perceive it.  

At the end of their 1st life, batteries should be collected and recycled. These activities are normally carried 

out by battery manufacturers according to the (EUR-Lex, 2006). With EV batteries the story is slightly 

different. In fact, the responsibility of collecting and of recycling batteries falls on automakers that are 

obliged to recycle up to 85% the vehicle weight and to energetically recover another 10% (Canals Casals, 

Amante Garcia and Gonzalez Benitez, 2014). Clearly, all these processes are financially expensive and car 

manufacturers are looking for cheaper alternatives. The most promising one is the reuse of automotive 

batteries as a way to create additional revenues and to extend their lifetime. However, as explained in (Canals 

Casals, Amante Garcia and Gonzalez Benitez, 2014), before being used in a second-life application, batteries 

need to go through a rehabilitation process; a process that might be expensive. (Canals Casals, Amante 

Garcia and Gonzalez Benitez, 2014) identified two possible rehabilitation strategies. The first alternative 

consists of the direct reuse of the battery with the same configuration as it is used in the vehicle (same shape, 

same convers, same refrigeration system). With the second option, the battery should be disassembled in 

modules and rearranged in a better configuration. The authors conducted a cost analysis comparing the two 

strategies and taking into account recollection costs, functional and health tests, re-habilitation plant 

investments amortization and production time costs. Results show that the cost of rehabilitating batteries is 

always below 360 €/kWh. This price is obtained in the worst scenario with a limited availability of reusable 

batteries and by using the module reconfiguration strategy. The best solution in terms of rehabilitation cost 

is achieved with a high battery capacity and with the direct reuse strategy reaching a price as low as 87 

€/kWh. A similar cost is suggested by (Heymans et al., 2014). The paper analyzes the feasibility of using 

repurposed batteries for providing peak-shaving services at residential level. The authors consider that the 

cost of reused battery ranges between 38 $/ kWh to 137 $/kWh and the conclusions highlight the need for 

governments to encourage the reuse of automotive batteries through incentives. A similar but more accurate 

study was performed by  (Saez-de-Ibarra et al., 2015) where the authors investigate the feasibility of using 

second-life batteries for providing residential demand response services.  A mixed-linear programming 

algorithm minimizing the costs of the whole system is implemented. What is interesting to mention is that 

the mathematical model takes into account the partially degraded status of the battery (beginning of the 

battery 2nd life) and optimizes its rating while maximizing the economic benefits of the user. The aging 

process is modeled with a linear aging coefficient taking into account the loss of usable capacity generated 

                                                      
5 C-rate is defined as the power output of the battery respect to its nominal capacity 
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by the battery use. In other words, every time the battery is discharged, a proportional part of its capacity is 

lost. In this way, the algorithm is able to consider the cost associated with the degradation of battery while 

minimizing the system costs. 

From an environmental perspective, the impact of reusing automotive batteries is analyzed in (Cicconi et al., 

2012) with a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analysis. The authors compare the environmental footprint that 

automotive batteries have when directly disposed after the mobility service to when they are reconditioned 

for a second life. The analysis takes into account materials, energy flows and processes involved in both the 

production and rehabilitation phase. Once repurposed, such cells are used into a smart grid system to 

provide the grid with energy stabilization and storage services. Results demonstrate that reusing automotive 

batteries is beneficial for the environment indeed, and, in this particular scenario, their extended service 

reduces their environmental impact, calculated in terms of global warming, acidification and eutrophication, 

of 25%. 
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 State-of-the-art technologies 

 

This chapter begins with a brief description of the two main powertrains currently used in electric 

vehicles and explains their most relevant differences. It continues with an overview of all EV charging 

technologies with particular focus on plug-in charging. Particular attention is given to the different fast-

charging protocols as the optimization of a fast-charging infrastructure represents the core subject of 

the research topic. 

 

3.1 Plug-in electric vehicles 

The term electric vehicle normally refers to all types of vehicles that can be driven on electricity. Main 

benefits of driving on electric mode are the zero roadside emission and the higher wheel-to-wheel energy 

efficiency compared to conventional internal combustion engine (IRENA, 2017). From an environmental 

point of view, the highest benefits are obtained when the EVs are recharged with energy produced from 

renewable sources (Alexander and Gartner, 2012a). 

Nowadays, there exists different categories of EVs that can be classified on the basis of their energy sources 

and the propulsion device as shown in Table 1. The most diffused categories are the Battery Electric 

Vehicles and the Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles. Both offer the possibility to recharge their battery by 

plugging them into the power grid. The former, also called pure battery electric vehicles, are equipped with 

an electric motor, which is propelled by electricity coming from one or several on-board batteries, and is in 

charge of providing the propulsion force (see Figure 7 – Right). The batteries are recharged by both plugging 

the vehicle into an external charging port and with the regenerative braking system. The propulsion system 

has the highest efficiency among all vehicles converting up to 80% of the energy stored in the battery into 

motion (Alexander and Gartner, 2012a). The latter can be driven on a charging-depleting mode, which 

draws electricity from the battery to provide the motion, and on a charge-sustaining mode using a 

conventional combustion engine (Figure 7 - Left). The use of the ICE is oriented towards sustaining the 

electric motor when the vehicle requires higher power or when the state of charge of the on-board battery 

is low. Clearly, the environmental benefits of PHEV depend on how they are used. Driving them on electric 

mode produces similar benefits as BEVs, however, an excessive use of the ICE can lead to higher fuel 

consumption and emission compared to conventional vehicles since the presence of the battery increases 

the vehicle mass. Typical examples of BEVs are the Nissan Leaf coming with a 24 kWh battery and an 

official consumption of 15 kWh per 100 km and the Tesla model S equipped with a 84 kWh battery pack 

and with a consumption of around 23.6 kWh per 100 km (38 kWh / 100 miles). Available models of PHEVs 

are the Opel Ampera (Chevrolet Volt in U.S. market) and the Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid. 

Table 1 - Electric vehicle powertrain portfolio 

  Propulsion Energy generation 

Type Acronym ICE E-motor ICE Plug-in Fuel cell 

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle PHEV      

Range Extended Electric Vehicle REEV      

Battery electric vehicle BEV      

Fuel cell electric vehicle FCEV      
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Figure 7 - Powertrain archetypes: Left: PHEV – Right: BEV 

The most critical component of EVs is the battery due to its high cost and relatively short durability. It is 

estimated that it alone comprises 30-40 % of the vehicle cost and its lifetime ranges between 5-7 years 

(IRENA, 2017). If PHEVs offer already a competitive driving range (500 km or more) thanks to the 

presence of an ICE and a liquid fuel deposit, most BEVs do not. In fact, the battery capacity has to be 

limited to a reasonable size in order to keep the price of the vehicle competitive when compared to its 

contenders.  

3.2 EV charging station standard and classification 

Considering the profound difference between the technologies for refueling EVs and conventional vehicles, 

one of the most critical barriers limiting a large deployment of electric cars is the absence of an appropriately 

sized network of charging infrastructures, at both public and private level. If for PHEVs this requirement 

is less critical as they can rely on conventional gasoline stations to extend the driving range, BEV cannot. In 

general, it is possible to classify the charging methods in three big categories:  

 Plug-in charging: It is the most diffused technique to recharge EVs and consists of the physical 

connection of the vehicle to the charging port through a cable and a plug. The infrastructures where 

this service is provided are commonly called “charging stations” and can be found in different 

locations such public streets, highways or commercial centers. Plug-in charging can also be 

performed at home with standard household socket; however, domestic sockets can generally 

supply only low power, making the charging process very long6. Despite its long duration, this 

method is expected to be the most diffused since overnight charging at both low power and cost is 

possible. Higher charging speed is achieved with specialized infrastructures, which are more 

expensive and technologically more complex. A more detailed description of all plug-in charging 

modes is given in the next section.  

 Battery swapping: It requires the physical replacement of the depleted EV battery with a fully 

charged one, reducing drastically the refueling time. Despite it might seem convenient at first, it has 

several disadvantages such as a standardization of battery type and size or the need to prepare the 

vehicles to such operation.  

 Wireless charging: It is also called inductive charging and does not require the physical connection 

of the vehicle with the charging infrastructure. Energy is transferred through the creation of a 

localized electromagnetic field around a charging pad, which exchange energy with a second 

charging pad located in the EV. The process is activated when the two charging pad are overlapped.  

                                                      
6 Plug-in charging with domestic socket can take up to 8 hours to provide the vehicle with a full recharge.  
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3.2.1 Plug-in charging 

Among all possible charging techniques, plug-in charging is the most diffused worldwide and represents the 

only option for which both charging equipment and electric vehicles are commercially available. The 

classification of the different plug-in charging modes is based on three main parameters (Alexander and 

Gartner, 2012b): 

 The power level supplied by the charger and expressed in kW. It depends on the voltage level and 

the maximum output current and plays a key role as it has influence on the charging time, equipment 

cost, EV battery-aging rate, effect on the local grid (Falvo et al., 2014). 

 Type of electric current, AC or DC. What all plug-in charging modes have in common is the need 

to convert the AC current provided by the grid into DC current accepted by the battery. When the 

conversion happens inside the EV with an on-board AC/DC converter, the mode is referred as to 

“AC mode”, while, when the conversion is done with an external AC/DC converter, the mode is 

defined as “DC mode”. AC mode is limited by the size of the EV on-board charger, which if too 

big would excessively increase the already high vehicle cost and would not fit into a typical car. 

Therefore, when the power level is too high (fast-charging), the AC/DC converter is located inside 

the charging facility delivering DC current to the car (Bakker, 2013).  

 Plug type: it corresponds to the physical design of the plug connecting the charging equipment with 

the EV. Different officially recognized plug designs exist depending on the country, as they should 

comply with regional safety standards. 

Currently in Europe, the only available standards are those issued by the “The International Electrotechnical 

Commission” (IEC) and contained in the IEC 61851. A first classification distinguish three charger’s 

categories depending on the power level and its related charging speed: Normal power or slow charging 

with 3.7 kW maximum power output, it is suitable for domestic applications; Medium power or quick 

charging with the power level included between 3.7 kW and 22 kW, it is mostly used in private and public 

applications; and high power or fast charging with rated power greater than 22 kW (Falvo et al., 2014). A 

further classification is contained in the IEC 61851-1 Committee on “Electric vehicle” where four charging 

modes are defined according the current type (single-phase or three-phase AC, DC), the voltage level and 

the presence of control lines to enable unidirectional or bi-directional flow of electricity between the vehicle 

and charging point. The classification of the four modes is depicted in Table 2. 

Table 2 – Charging mode specifications 

Mode 
Specific 

connector 

Type of 

charge 

Maximum 

current 

Protections Additional features 

Mode 

1 
No Slow in AC 

16 A per phase 

 [3.7 kW – 11 kW] 

Differential and 

magnetic 

Connection through 

standard household 

sockets 

Mode 

2 
No Slow in AC 

32 A per phase  

[3.7 kW – 22 kW] 

Differential and 

magnetic 

Connection via special 

charging cable with 

inner protection. Supply 

side contains an 

integrated control box  

Mode 

3 
Yes 

Slow and 

Accelerated 

Depending on 

connector 

Included into the 

dedicated electric 

vehicle supply 

equipment 

(EVSE)  

Connection and control 

through an EVSE that 

can be either a box fitted 

to the wall (wall box) or 

at a stand-alone pole  
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Mode 

4 
Yes Fast in DC 

Depending on 

charger 

Included into the 

charger 

Connection via fixed 

external charger  

 

The DC mode is then further divided in: DC Level 1 with 500 V maximum voltage, 80 A maximum current 

and 40 kW maximum power; and DC Level 2 with voltage, current and power limited to 500 V, 200 A and 

100 kW respectively (Falvo et al., 2014). 

A similar classification developed again by the IEC exists for the plug type and is defined in IEC 62196-2. 

The standard includes the plug Type 1 – Yazaki – as the single-phase vehicle coupler and reflects the SAE 

J1772/2009 automotive plug specifications. It is mostly used the U.S. and Japan; Type 2 (new European 

standard) – Mennekes – as the single and three-phase vehicle coupler reflecting the VDE-AR-E 2623-2-2 

plug specifications; and Type 3 – SCAME – as the single and three-phase vehicle coupler reflecting the EV 

Plug Alliance proposal. It is similar to Type 2 but includes additional safety shutters on the power outlets as 

prescribed in some countries in southern Europe (Falvo et al., 2014). When it comes to fast-charging, there 

exists four main standards: CHAdeMO, Combo plug, Tesla supercharger and the Chinese plug.  

 CHAdeMO: The Japanese power company TEPCO started the development of the CHAdeMO 

standard in 2007 and is the first of its kind. The Japanese firm set up the CHAdeMO association in 

2010 (Charge de Move) involving both car manufacturers (Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru, and Toyota) 

and power utilities. The large connector is limited to 50 kW and its major drawback is that it requires 

a specific inlet on the vehicle that is solely used for DC charging. The reason why this charging 

protocol is the most diffused lies on the fact that the first electric vehicles entering the European 

market were produced by Japanese automakers. Nevertheless, due to its drawbacks, both American 

and European car manufacturers have refused to adopt it and have developed a different charging 

protocol able to combine AC and DC charging in a single inlet (Bakker, 2013). 

 Combo Charging System (CCS): The idea of combining AC and DC charging into a single 

vehicle inlet was proposed by five German automakers (Volkswagen, Daimler, Audi, BMW and 

Porsche). The plug comes in two main design. The European type combines the Mennekes AC 

design with the DC pins allowing the three-phase AC charging. The U.S. design includes the Yazaki 

AC type and two additional pins for DC charging (Bakker, 2013). 

 Tesla Superchargers: This plug is exclusively designed for Tesla EVs. However, the car 

manufacturer offers the possibility of recharge at a CHAdeMO outlet by selling an add-on adapter.  

Current commercial fast-charging infrastructures have output powers ranging between 40 kW and 120-145 

kW (Tesla Superchargers) (Tesla, 2017). The fast charger with the highest output power was deployed only 

recently in California by EVgo and was manufactured by ABB. Currently, the system is able to deliver 150 

kW, which can be increased to 350 kW with an upgrade (ABB, 2017).  
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 Energy storage technology 

 

This chapter begins with a general overview of the most relevant electrical energy storage technologies 

and of their main applications in the energy system. The technical analysis is then narrowed to Lithium-

ion batteries used in the automotive industry and particularly to their potential second-life. The chapter 

ends with some general information about the battery degradation process and some comments on the 

rehabilitation strategies. 

 

Although the concept of energy storage might sound seemingly new, in practice such systems have been 

used for ages. A clear example is the use of dams that were originally built to contain water but were also 

used to run mills whenever it was necessary. The International Energy Agency defines energy storage as a 

“system integration technology that allows for the improved management of energy supply and demand” (OECD/IEA, 2014). 

In practice, its presence allows the system operator to bridge temporal and geographical gaps between energy 

supply and demand. Thanks its ability to take advantage of dispatchable energy resources and variable energy 

demand, this technology has attracted consistent investment during recent years (OECD/IEA, 2014).  

4.1.1 Energy storage applications 

The applications where energy storage can participate can be discussed in terms of energy and power 

requirements. The former requires the energy storage system (ESS) to discharge energy for long periods 

(from 1 minute to several hours) at power close to its nominal value. The latter refers to use of the ESS to 

supply high power for relatively shorter periods (seconds to minutes) (OECD/IEA, 2014). A list of the 

energy storage key applications with a brief description is presented hereinafter. 

 Seasonal storage: This application involves storing energy for long periods (days, weeks or even 

seasons) to compensate for potential supply interruption or to cope with possible seasonal 

variability on both the demand the supply sides. A typical example is the use of the underground 

soil to store heat in summer and to use it in winter. 

 Black start: It represents the process of restoring one or more electric power supplies to operation 

without relying on external electric power networks. 

 Storage trades & Arbitrage: The former corresponds to the activity of purchasing a resource 

during periods of low demand when its price is low and of selling it during high-priced periods 

within the same market. When this activity occurs between two different markets, then it is referred 

as arbitrage.   

 Load following: In this case, energy storage is used to manage fluctuations of continuously 

changing supply and demand within a control area and under normal conditions. The regulation 

can be done over timeframes ranging from 15 minutes to 24 hours.  

 Frequency regulation: When the balancing between the energy generation units and end-users 

demand is done on a shorter timeframe (minute-to-minute), then the application is referred as to 

frequency regulation. 

 Voltage support: This service involves the use of energy storage to maintain voltage levels in the 

transmission and distribution power lines by injecting or absorbing reactive power.  

 T&D congestion relief and infrastructure investment deferral: Energy storage can also be used 

to cope with congestions in the transmission and distribution networks. Its role is to temporally 

and/or geographically shift energy supply and demand to alleviate congestion issues.  

 Off-grid: In off-grid systems mostly relying on fossil fuels or variable renewable resources, energy 

storage can play a key role, filling the gap between variable supply and demand and maximizing the 

use of local resources.  
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 Demand shifting and peak reduction: The former consists in shifting energy demand in time in 

order to match it with supply. This also facilitates the integration of variable energy resources such 

as renewables. The latter involves the discharge of the energy storage to reduce the peak power 

demand from the grid. In this particular project, the implementation of energy storage aims at 

providing these services, which in turn should generate economic benefits.  

4.1.2 Energy storage classification 

A common approach for classifying energy storage technologies is by considering the form of its output: 

electricity or thermal (heat or cold) (OECD/IEA, 2014). As this particular thesis focuses on the first group, 

only electrical energy storage technologies are addressed. Generally, depending on the form of the energy 

used, electrical ESS can be further categorized in mechanical, electrical, electrochemical, chemical and 

thermal (IEC, 2011), as shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 - Classification of electrical energy storage system 
SOURCE: (IEC, 2011) 

Electrical energy storage - Mechanical  

Mechanical storage refers to the ability of a system to store electricity in form of mechanical of potential 

energy and to convert it again in electricity for later use. The most diffused mechanical methods for storing 

electricity are pumped storage hydropower (PSH) and compressed air energy storage (CAES) as they are 

both mature technologies. Interestingly, according to (European Commission, 2017), PHS accounted for 

97% of the total installed electricity storage capacity in 2014. Such system stores electricity during off-peak 

hours by taking advantage of the different heights between two water reservoirs. In other words, in periods 

of low-demand, electricity is used to pump water from the lower to the higher reservoir, storing potential 

energy. During on-peak periods, that water is allowed to flow back down passing through an electricity 

generation unit similar to conventional hydropower plants. Generally, the size of these facilities is in the 

order of gigawatts (GW) and they are mostly used to meet peak power demands (OECD/IEA, 2014). The 

operation of CAES systems is based on the compression of air into underground caverns using off-peak 

electricity. The air is afterwards used in gas turbines to meet peak power demands. Finally, flywheels are 

able to storage electricity in form of kinetic energy by spinning at high speed. When the rotor’s device is 

slowed down, it releases energy at high power for short times (OECD/IEA, 2014)  
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Electrical energy storage - Electrical  

In these devices, electricity is stored by using static electric of magnetic fields. Generally, they can undergo 

a high number of cycles, are able to discharge high powers but have relatively low energy density. These 

features make such systems particularly suitable for supplying short bursts of electricity into the power 

system. Most relevant examples are supercapacitors and superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) 

system. The diffusion of these technologies is being stopped by their high specific cost and research is 

tackling this issue by focusing on increasing their energy density (OECD/IEA, 2014) 

Electrical energy storage – Chemical 

When excess of electricity is used to produce chemical energy carriers such as hydrogen via electrolysis, the 

storing process is classified as chemical. The stored energy is then available in different form (e.g. electricity, 

heat, or liquid fuel) (IEC, 2011). 

Electrical energy storage – Thermal 

Those systems able to store heat or cold with the help of thermally active components are referred as to 

thermal ESSs (OECD/IEA, 2014). The materials used to store electricity can be as simple as earth and 

water or can be advanced compounds such as phase change materials and high-temperature fluids. 

Commonly, heat is stored into dedicated insulated deposits for later use and main applications are space 

heating or cooling, hot water production and electricity generation (IEC, 2011). Nowadays, there exists 

many different technologies that can be classified into three main subgroups: sensible heat storage, latent 

heat storage and thermos-chemical adsorption and absorption storage. Thermal ESSs can be further 

classified according to the temperature ranges: low temperature (<10°C), medium temperature (10 °C – 

250°C) and high temperature (>250 °C) (OECD/IEA, 2014). The most mature and diffused technology is 

the sensible heat storage where energy is stored through a change of temperature of the storage medium, 

with the domestic water tank as a common example. The second technology stores heat – or cold – by 

taking advantage of the different levels of energy between two phases of the same material (the so-called 

phase change materials). The ice cooler is the best-known technology and is used to produce ice that, being 

stored in a insulated box, keeps food cold  during hot periods (IEC, 2011). The working principles of 

sorption storage systems are more complex than the previous technologies and will not be explained as they 

are out of the scope of this project.  

Electrical energy storage – Electrochemical  

Commonly known as batteries, electrochemical storage systems are those devices capable of storing 

electricity through electrochemical reactions. Main components of such systems are the electrolyte, one or 

more pairs of electrodes (anode and cathode) and the container. During the charging process, electricity is 

converted into chemical energy and stored into the active materials while, when the battery is discharged, 

the energy generated from the spontaneous chemical reactions is converted back into electricity. Nowadays, 

batteries are used in thousands of applications ranging from small devices such as mobile phones or laptops 

to big machines such as vehicles. Clearly, each application has its specific requirements that batteries have 

to fulfill; such flexibility is only possible thanks the wide range of possible chemistries defining the battery’s 

performance. Batteries can be divided into two main groups: primary and secondary batteries. The first 

group consists of non-rechargeable batteries in which the chemical reactions are irreversible. They are 

mostly used in small applications and account for approximately 90% of the total battery unit volume (Reid 

G.Julve, 2016). When the chemical process is reversible and batteries can be recharged several times, then 

they are referred as to secondary batteries. Typical technologies are the lead-acid and the lithium ion battery. 

The former is the world’s most diffused battery type and has been commercially available since 1890 (IEC, 

2011). Being on the market for such long time makes it the most mature and cheapest of all battery 

technologies with specific price ranging from 237 to 474 €/kWh (European Union, 2014). The latter is 

based on the use of lithium as instrument for transporting the electron from anode to the cathode and vice 

versa. As this project considers Lithium-ion batteries as ESS, a more detailed description of this technology 

is given in the next chapter.  
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4.1.3 Lithium-ion batteries 

Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries represent the most advanced rechargeable battery currently available on the 

market with conversion efficiency ranging from 85% to 98% (European Union, 2014). The elevated number 

of working cycles together with the high gravimetric energy density have made this technology the most 

important in the areas of portable and mobile applications. Another impressive advantage compared its 

competitors is the higher cell voltage level (3.7 V nominal) that allows to reach the target voltage with a 

lower number of cells connected in series (IEC, 2011). Despite the better performances, the deployment of 

Li-ion batteries is being stopped by their higher price. Nonetheless, significant cost reductions have been 

achieved in recent years and selling prices are becoming more and more competitive. According to (Reid 

G.Julve, 2016), Li-ion battery can currently be purchased for 300 €/kWh and mass production in the 

following years will allow to further reduce their cost down to 100 €/kWh by 2020.  

Li-ion batteries in electric vehicles  

Besides all the energy grid applications described in section 4.1.1, energy storage also plays a key role in the 

electrification of the transport sector. In fact, in EVs, batteries are allowing the slow replacement of the 

conventional chemical fuel-based powertrain with an electricity-based powertrain (Munoz, Garcia and 

Gerlich, 2016). Currently, Li-ion battery is the technology of choice in almost all electric vehicles thanks to 

the significant advantages it has over its direct competitors. Higher gravimetric energy density, longer 

lifetime, lower working temperature and weight are the most relevant examples and represent the most 

desirable features in mobility applications. Five major families of Li-ion batteries exist nowadays and differ 

from one another according to their chemistries. Each of them comprises various combinations of materials 

giving the battery different performances in terms of output power, energy density, safety, lifespan, cost and 

performance. Figure 9 displays and compares the five major families of Li-ion batteries. It can be noticed 

that no chemistry has the best features across all six dimensions; therefore, they are likely to coexist, in the 

near future at least, as each of them is particularly suitable for a specific application (Reid G.Julve, 2016). So 

for example, the type of battery used in electric buses is different from the one used in electric vehicles given 

the different driving patterns. The former requires the battery to last for long periods and to be recharged 

at high power, which is why Lithium titanate (LTO) is preferred here. On the other hand, in EVs such Tesla, 

the automaker wants to give its customers a high acceleration, inevitably leading to choose a more powerful 

and energy dense chemistry such as the Lithium-Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum (NCA) (Reid G.Julve, 2016). 

Others automakers prefer to use more balanced chemistries such as the Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt 

type, which corresponds to the most used in the automotive industry. 

 

Figure 9 – Comparison of the five major Li-ion battery chemistries 
SOURCE: (Reid G.Julve, 2016) 
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The lifespan of Li-ion batteries does not only depend on the chemistry. Indeed, it is strongly affected by the 

operating conditions when used. During the automotive life, batteries are exposed to extreme circumstances 

of high and low temperatures and are generally charged and discharged at high rates. Under these driving 

conditions, automotive batteries are expected to lose 20% of their original capacity in approximately 5-7 

years depending on their design, charge protocol and state of charge. In mobility applications, such capacity 

loss considerably limits the vehicle driving range. Nevertheless, they still have good performance and enough 

capacity to serve in less demanding applications such stationary ones. If not reused, automotive batteries 

have to be recycled at the end of the service in the vehicle. Besides being expensive in cost, the recycle 

process is also a source of potential waste. If EVs are truly to replace conventional ones, the amount of Li-

ion batteries that will have to be recycled in the following years is likely to grow consistently, and so will do 

the related environmental footprint. In addition, recycled lithium is five times more expensive than the 

lithium obtained with the least costly manufacturing process and current recycling businesses rely only on 

the valuable metals such the cobalt the nickel to generate profits.  

Second-life automotive batteries 

Battery aging refers to the loss of usable capacity and to the deterioration of performance. Both effects are 

produced by time and use and are generally estimated with the determination of the loss of capacity and of 

the internal resistance increase through the calendar and cycling tests (Julien et al., 2016) (Mu, Yag and 

Capuz-rizo, 2016). These tests enabled to identify which parameters cause the battery to age and to what 

degree. In the first place, a high level of activity inside the cell, which depends on the state of charge (SOC), 

accelerates the degradation process (Julien et al., 2016). Therefore, to a high SOC corresponds a shorter 

lifespan. Similarly, high temperatures are also responsible for increasing the level of activity of the internal 

electric materials, which can in turn produce undesired side reactions such as anode deformation, gas 

formations, solid electrolyte interface (SEI) cracks etc. (Hannan et al., 2017). The rate at which the cell 

discharges energy is defined as C-rate and is calculated as the discharging current [A] divided the cell nominal 

capacity [Ah]. Again, high C-rate makes the cell degradation quicker. The last parameter to take into account 

when evaluating battery aging is the depth of discharge (DOD). Similar to the other factors, deep discharges 

accelerate the degradation of the cell (Julien et al., 2016). The effect of these parameters is presented in 

chapter 6 – section Battery degradation. 

After being retired from the vehicle, batteries should be analyzed and tested in order to assess the quality of 

the internal components. Such activities can be based on a global level without dismounting the battery, at 

module level or even at cell level. The first two rehabilitation strategies are presented in the chapter 

Literature review and are mostly based on the publication (Canals Casals, Amante Garcia and Gonzalez 

Benitez, 2014). The last approach is being considered uneconomical in most cases, as it would require to 

dismount the battery into cells and to analyze them separately, increasing the workload and therefore the 

rehabilitation cost. This process is even more prohibitive with Tesla and Panasonic cylindrical cells, which, 

being so small, would tremendously increase their reconditioning costs. Nevertheless, the rehabilitation of 

the cells produced by LG Chem having rectangular shape and bigger size would be more convenient in 

terms of required workload (Reid G.Julve, 2016).  

Once repurposed, automotive batteries can be used in any of the conventional applications of energy 

storage. However, from an economic point of view, it is more convenient to integrate them in less stressing 

applications, extending their expected lifespan and increasing profits. In this particular project, it is 

investigated whether the integration of second-life batteries, serving as on-site ESS, into a FCS is beneficial 

from the station’s owner perspective.  
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 Electricity market in Spain 

After a general introduction of the main laws and bodies regulating the Spanish electricity market, this 

chapter describes the most relevant electricity tariffs. Of fundamental importance for the reader is the 

last part of the chapter where the electricity tariff designs suitable for a potential fast-charging station’s 

owner are described in details.  

 

5.1 Regulatory framework 

During the 1900s, the launch of the EU policies aiming at promoting the creation of a common European 

electricity market drastically influenced what today is commonly known as the Iberian electricity market 

(García, García-álvarez and Moreno, 2017). The Spanish electricity market was liberalized in 1997 with the 

incorporation of the Electricity Sector Act (ESA) 54/1997 (Jefatura del Estado, 1997) setting the legal basis 

for its operation. The Act was modified in 2003 and 2009 in order to transpose the EU directives 

2003/54/EC and 2009/72/EC defining common rules for the internal electricity market (IEA, 2015). The 

main regulatory principles of the ESA are (Borrego and Calvo, 2014): 

 The distinction between regulated and partially liberalized activities. Transmission and distribution 

are included in the first group while generation and supply can be operated in conditions of free 

competition; 

 Freedom for electricity end-users to choose their power supplier;  

 Right to access the transmission and distribution networks through the payment of fees; 

 The establishment of a system operator and a market operator in charge of the technical and 

financial management of the system.  

 The establishment of a market regulator 

 The obligation to own a license for starting any activity related electricity generation, transmission 

and distribution as well as the obligation to communicate to the administrative authorities when a 

new supply contract is stipulated.   

Ten years later the first ESA, the intense and harmonized effort of different Spanish and Portuguese 

regulatory bodies led to the creation of the Mercado Iberico de la Electricidad (MIBEL), which started operating 

for the first time in July 2007 (García, García-álvarez and Moreno, 2017). During this period, if in Europe 

the attention was directed towards the creation of an integrated market, the situation in Spain was different. 

In fact, the main preoccupation of the Spanish government was the huge tariff deficit accumulated since 

2001 that had to be reduced somehow. The reason why such massive deficit grew with the years lies on the 

inappropriate remuneration model of the electricity system (IEA, 2015). In other words, what the electricity 

system has been earning since 2001 has not been high enough to cover all the expenses the system itself has 

had to pay out. Many attempts for reducing the deficit have been done throughout the years but the results 

have not been as successful as expected and, in 2013, the government decided it was time to issue a new 

package of regulations including a draft electricity market law, a draft royal decree-law, seven draft royal 

decrees and five draft ministerial orders. This market reform aims at balancing costs and revenues of the 

system and at protecting electricity consumers, all through the reduction of subsidies for renewable energy, 

combined heat and power plants (CHP) and waste and the increase of regulated revenues (IEA, 2015). 

5.2 Market structure 

The Spanish electricity market is divided into four main activities: generation, transmission, distribution and 

commercialization. The liberalization of the market made distribution and transportation regulated activities 

controlled by the government while generation and commercialization are activities partially liberalized. 

Despite this fact, the Spanish market is still nowadays an oligopoly. The five electrical giants, Fecsa-Endesa, 
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Gas Natural Fenosa, EDP, Iberdrola and Viesgo under the name of UNESA, account for the majority of 

the wholesale and retail market.  

 

Figure 10 - Main activities of the electricity sector in Spaim 

 

 

Figure 11 – Schematic representation of the Spanish electricity sector structure 
SOURCE: (RED ELECTRICA GROUP, 2014) 

The wholesale electricity market consists of an organized market (the spot market) and a non-organized 

market for bilateral contracts. The “Operador del Mercado Ibérico de Energia, S.A” (OMIE) is the entity in charge 

of managing the spot market composed by the day-ahead market, which is coupled with Portugal since 2007 

and with North-West Europe since 2014, and the six intra-day adjustments (CNMC, 2015). The system 

operator in charge of the technical management of the transmission network is “Red Electrica de España” 

(REE) and is responsible of ensuring the security of the system as well as to manage the ancillary services 

(García, García-álvarez and Moreno, 2017). Capacity payments are also part of the market design and are 

paid to many conventional power plants (IEA, 2015). The bilateral contracts are those stipulated directly 

between qualified consumers and producers and since 2007, the energy sold through them has been rising, 

reaching 26% of the total in 2015. The authority in charge of ensuring the transparency of the electricity 

markets as well as the correct formation of the electricity prices is the National Markets and Competition 

Commission (CNMC) or the “Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia”.  

Generation Transmission Distribution Commercialization 
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Figure 12 – Overview of the Spanish electricity markets 

5.3 Network access tariffs 

In the first place, it is important to recall the fact that, with the liberalization of the Spanish electricity market, 

electricity consumers are free to choose their power supplier. In the same way, the latter, being in a 

competitive market, are entitled to set the price of their product: the electricity. The transition towards a 

liberalized market is not completed yet and consumers still have the possibility to contract a regulated tariff 

in which the price is set by a regulatory body. Regulated tariffs include the market-based voluntary price for 

small consumers (PVPC) and the last-resorts tariff, which is only available for those consumers who are 

vulnerable and for those who are temporarily without supplier (IEA, 2015). With the PVPC, the price is set 

by the REE and includes the cost of generating electricity, the grid access fees and the supply cost. As it 

depends on the average electricity cost on the spot market, the price of electricity changes every hour and 

only consumers with a grid power connection less than 10 kW are eligible. Consumers can also opt to 

contract a fixed price with a 12-month term. The price is freely set by the company and with this alternative 

the consumers’ electricity bill will only depend on the respective level on consumption. Regulated tariffs can 

only be contracted by consumers with limited grid power connection (IEA, 2015).  

 

Figure 13 –Electricity tariffs structure of the regulated market 

One of the main pillars of the liberalization of the electricity market in Spain is the establishment of a 

competitive retail electricity market aiming at increasing economic efficiency. A high level of competition is 

in fact recognized as the most effective way to keep both costs and prices down while fostering innovation 

and diversity (IEA, 2001). Although trends show an increasing number of customers leaving the regulated 

market, it should be noticed that most of them are commercial and industrial end-users with a better access 

to information. In fact, according to (García, García-álvarez and Moreno, 2017), there is a lack of 
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transparency in what consumers pay for the electricity they consume; and this is caused mainly by the 

complexity of the information domestic users can access.  

In order to get access to the electric grid, both generators and retailers have to pay network fees. Their value 

is calculated annually by the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism according to the expenses of the 

electricity system. Retailers normally pass this cost on consumers through the electricity bill and its amount 

varies with voltage, power and periods of time. It is composed by three concepts: an energy charge, a 

capacity charge and a reactive energy charge. The former is related to the amount of energy consumed 

(€/kWh) while the latter depends on the power connection (€/kW) and reflects the cost associated with 

having a distribution network able to provide the end-users with the contracted power at any time (Energia 

y Sociedad). The last term is only applied if the consumption of reactive power exceeds a certain percentage 

of the active power within a billing period.  

The network access tariffs establishing the access charges for consumers are defined in the ministerial order 

no. ITC/2794/2007 and can be generally divided into two main categories: one for low voltage connections 

(V<1 kV) and one for high voltage connections (V>1 kV). The structure of each tariff is defined by three 

main parameters as shown in Table 3: 1. the voltage connection, 2. the contracted power in the different 

periods and 3. the number and distribution of periods. Looking at the power levels of the different tariffs 

and considering that a FCS for electric vehicle has power requirements greater than 50 kW, all tariffs having 

power levels lower than 15 kW are not suitable for this application and therefore will not be described in 

details. On the other hand, tariffs with voltage level higher than 30 kV require installing bigger and more 

expensive transformers increasing the expenses of the charging infrastructure.  

Table 3 – Network access tariffs 

Category Tariff Voltage level Power connection Periods 

Low voltage connection 

2.0 A V < 1 kV P ≤ 10 kW 1 

2.0 DHA V < 1 kV P ≤ 10 kW 2 

2.0 DHS V < 1 kV P ≤ 10 kW 3 

2.1 A V < 1 kV 10 kW > P ≤ 15 kW 1 

2.1 DHA V < 1 kV 10 kW < P ≤ 15 kW 2 

2.1 DHS V < 1 kV 10 kW < P ≤ 15 kW 3 

3.0 A V < 1 kV P > 15 kW 3 

High voltage connection 

3.1 A 1 kV < V < 36 kV P ≤ 450 kW 3 

6.1 A 1 kV ≤ V < 30 kV 
𝑃𝑖 ≥ 450 kW7 

6 

6.1 B 30 kV ≤ V < 36 kV 

6.2 36 kV ≤ V < 72 kV - 

6.3 72,5 kV ≤ V < 145 kV - 

6.4 V ≥ 145 kV - 

6.5 International connections - 

                                                      
7 The contracted power must be greater than 450 kW in at least one of the six periods 
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5.3.1 Tariff 3.0 A 

According to the (Ministerio de Industria Energía y Turismo, 2007) (ITC/2794/2007 ministerial order), 

tariff 3.0 A is based the concept of “time-of-use” electricity prices. In such tariffs, time is divided in three 

periods (on-peak, shoulder, off-peak) reflecting the level of demand on the power network. Charges vary 

with the time of the day when electricity consumption occurs and their values are highest during on-peak 

times and lowest during off-peak hours with the shoulder (also called “partial peak”) being halfway between 

them. The year consists of two “electric seasons”, commonly referred as to summer and winter, having  two 

different periods’ distributions along the day. Beginning and end of them are identified with the daylight 

saving times of spring and autumn. In 2017, the summer season starts on March 26th and finishes on 

October 29th while the rest of the year is considered to be winter season. 

The ministerial order IET/107/2014 (Ministerio de Industria Turismo y Comercio, 2014) establishes the characteristics 
characteristics of the network access tariffs for the year 2017. The values for the tariff 3.0A are reported in the Table 4 

while the distribution of the three periods during the two seasons is shown in  

Table 5. 

Table 4 – Energy and capacity charges of tariff 3.0A  

 Energy charge [€/kWh] Capacity charge [€/kW*year] 

On-peak 0,018762 40,728885 

Shoulder 0,012575 24,437330 

Off-peak 0.004670 16,291555 

 

Table 5 – Periods distribution during the two electric seasons 

Time 00.00 – 8.00 8.00 – 11.00 11.00 – 15.00 15.00 – 18.00 18.00 – 22.00 22.00 – 24.00 

Winter Off-peak Shoulder On-peak Shoulder 

Summer Off-peak Shoulder On-peak Shoulder 

At the beginning of every year, consumers need to decide the power they want to contract in each of the 

three billing periods so that the retailers can proceed to collect the corresponding cost through the monthly 

electricity bills. It is important to highlight that there is a considerable difference between the capacity 

charges in the different periods. Consequently, it is particularly important to select the contracted powers in 

order to avoid undesired and excessive expenses. In domestic tariffs with contracted power lower than 15 

kW, the control of the power demand is done with a Control Power Switch, which is sealed and 

automatically interrupts the supply as soon as the power demand surpasses the contracted power. What is 

interesting of tariff 3.0A is the use of a maximeter for controlling the power demand. This instrument 

registers active and reactive energy consumption as well as the average power demand during 15-minute 

periods. The main advantage of this instrument is that supply is not interrupted if power demand exceeds 

the contracted power (Som Energia, 2017a). This tariff is particularly diffused in those power supplies that 

cannot be interrupted such as building with lifts, which absorb very high powers during the start (Som 

Energia, 2017a). Therefore, the maximeter calculating the average power consumed during 15 minutes does 

not register punctual power peaks, making it possible to reduce considerably the contracted power and its 

associated cost. Another important feature of this tariff is the procedure to calculate the power that appears 

on the consumers’ electricity bill. As aforementioned, consumers have to inform the respective retailers 

about the power they want to contract in each one of the three billing periods at the beginning of the year. 

If then, the maximum power registered during a billing period is lower than 85% of the contracted power 

in that period, the consumer only has to pay for 85% of the contracted power. If the maximum consumed 

power is within 85% and 100% of the contracted power, then the consumer pays for 100% of the contracted 
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power. In case the maximum registered power exceeds 105% of the contracted power, the consumer would 

pay for the registered power plus two times the difference between the registered power and 105% of the 

contracted power. The three cases are summarized below. 

 If : 𝑃𝑟,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 0,85 ∙ 𝑃𝑐,𝑖      𝑃𝑝,𝑖 = 0,85 ∙ 𝑃𝑐,𝑖 

 If : 𝑃𝑝,𝑖 = 0,85 ∙ 𝑃𝑐,𝑖       𝑃𝑝,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑐,𝑖 

 If: 𝑃𝑟,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 1,05 ∙ 𝑃𝑐,𝑖      𝑃𝑝,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 2 ∙ (𝑃𝑟,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1,05 ∙ 𝑃𝑐,𝑖) 

Where 𝑃𝑟,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum registered power during the billing period i, 𝑃𝑝,𝑖 is the power corresponding 

to the billing period i that the consumer will pay and 𝑃𝑐,𝑖 is the power contracted in the billing period i.  

Since electricity retailers compete in a liberalized market, they are free to offer electricity consumers any 

price. As competition leads to diversification, consumers can choose among many tariffs designs. 

Hereinafter are reported various tariffs from different suppliers. So for example, Endesa offers the 

possibility to choose among many designs depending on the maximum contracted power. All designs have 

the same capacity prices, which result to be slightly higher than the capacity charges set by the Ministry of 

Industry, Energy and Tourism. Regarding the price per kWh, Endesa offers a 34% discount on the energy 

cost in the three periods reaching one of the lowest prices among retailers (see Table 6). Its direct competitor 

Iberdrola (see Table 7) has a single tariff design with capacity prices higher than the ones set by the 

ministerial order and energy prices higher than Endesa. Table 8 shows the tariff structure of the energy 

cooperative SomEnergia offering a capacity price exactly equal to the capacity charges set by the regulation 

and energy prices slightly higher than the other two retailers Endesa and Iberdola. 

Table 6 – ENDESA possible tariff designs 
SOURCE: (ENDESA, 2017) 

15 kW < 𝑷𝒄,𝒊 ≤ 30 Kw (ENDESA) On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 41,950752 25,170444 16,780296 

Electricity price [€/kWh] with 34% discount 0,10978176 0,088077 0,0624228 

30 kW < 𝑷𝒄,𝒊 ≤ 50 kW On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 41,950752 25,170444 16,780296 

Electricity price [€/kWh] with 34% discount 0,1090749 0,0873688 0,0617159 

50 kW < 𝑷𝒄,𝒊 ≤ 100 kW On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 41,950752 25,170444 16,780296 

Electricity price [€/kWh] with 34% discount 0,1081318 0,086427 0,0607728 

100 kW < 𝑷𝒄,𝒊 ≤ 250 kW On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 41,950752 25,170444 16,780296 

Electricity price [€/kWh] with 34% discount 0,106953 0,08524824 0,0595947 

 

Table 7 – Iberdrola tariff design 
SOURCE: (IBERDROLA, 2017) 

𝑷𝒄,𝒊 > 15 kW (IBERDROLA) On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 42,203054 25,601311 18,211416 

Electricity price [€/kWh] 0,110571 0,092887 0,065842 
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Table 8 – SomEnergia tariff design 
SOURCE: (Som Energia, 2017b) 

𝑷𝒄,𝒊 > 15 Kw (SomEnergia) On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 40.7289 24.4375 16.2914 

Electricity price [€/kWh] 0,119 0,103 0,074 

During the tariff investigation, it was identified a common trend among almost all electricity retailers. That 

is, the capacity prices are usually kept (almost) equal to those defined by the Ministry of Industry, Energy 

and Tourism while the electricity prices seem to be the instrument for competition.  

The grid connection costs are defined by the ministerial order ITC/3519/2009 (Ministerio de Industria 

Energía y Turismo, 2010) and electricity end-users are required to cover them. They are composed by 

different concepts; some are related to the installation itself and others take into account its intrinsic 

characteristics. So for example, in case of a new installation or of an extension of an already existing one, 

the consumer has to cover the costs for connecting the supply point with the distribution network. This 

cost depends on the distance of the installation from the distribution grid and on the size of the connection. 

Assuming that the FCS is placed in an urban location, the grid connection cost will only depend on the size 

(kW) of the connection. The optimization analysis only considers those costs that are susceptible to vary 

whether an ESS is introduced or not and therefore the grid connection costs contain only the terms that 

depend on the size of the installation (€/kW). 

Table 9 - Grid connection costs 

Extension cost [€/kW] 17.3747 + VAT 

Access cost [€/kW] 19.703 + VAT 

5.3.2 Tariff 3.1 A 

As shown in Table 3, tariff 3.1A is available to customers with a high voltage connection (between 1kV and 

36 kV) and with contracted power lower than 450 kW. Similarly to tariff 3.0A, it is composed by three 

periods but it can count on three different seasons. Besides the typical summer and winter seasons, it also 

has a specific distribution of the billing periods for weekends and holidays. Table 10 displays the access fees 

defined by the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism while Table 11 shows how the periods are 

distributed along the three seasons.  

Table 10 – Energy and capacity charges for tariff 3.1A 

 Energy charge [€/kWh] Capacity charge [€/kW*year] 

On-peak 0,014335 59,173468 

Shoulder 0,012754 36,490689 

Off-peak 0,007805 8,367731 

 

Table 11 – Billing periods distribution of tariff 3.1A 

Time 00.00 – 8.00 8.00 – 10.00 10.00 – 16.00 16.00 – 17.00 17.00 – 23.00 23.00 – 24.00 

Winter Off-peak Shoulder On-peak Shoulder 

Summer Off-peak Shoulder On-peak Shoulder 
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Time 00.00 - 18.00 18.00 – 24.00 

Weekends 

& holidays 
Off-peak Shoulder 

It is interesting to notice that the capacity charge during on-peak and shoulder periods is much higher 

respect to tariff 3.0A while it is lower during off-peak periods. On the other hand, energy charges are lower 

in all periods. It is also important to highlight that the on-peak period is longer in tariff 3.1A but it is not 

present during weekends and holidays. An example of final electricity and capacity prices are retrieved from 

Endesa and are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12 – Endesa tariff 3.1A design  

 On-peak Shoulder Off-peak 

Capacity price [€/kW*year] 59,475288 36,676812 8,410404 

Electricity price [€/kWh] 0,09578 0,088682 0,063083 

When looking at the characteristics of this tariff, it is clear that it aims at discouraging customers to consume 

energy at high power during on-peak and shoulder periods given the high cost they should pay to contract 

the powers. Therefore, it seems suitable for those applications consuming big amount of electricity at a low 

power, which is not the case of a FCS at all. 

5.3.3 Tariff 6.1 A 

Tariff 6.1 A is completely different from the ones described so far. The ministerial order ITC/2794/2007 

(Ministerio de Industria Energía y Turismo, 2007) defines the structure of the tariff while in the ministerial 

ETU/1976/2016 sets the values of energy and capacity charges for the year 2017. The tariff is available to 

customers with a high voltage connection and it is structured in 6 periods arranged in 6 different 

combinations. A peculiar feature of this tariff is that it requires customers to have a contracted power higher 

than 450 kW at least in one the six periods. Considering that period 1 corresponds to the on-peak period 

with the highest price of both energy and capacity charges and that periods 6 corresponds to the off-peak 

period with lowest values, customers must comply with the following rule: 

𝑃1 ≤ 𝑃2 ≤ 𝑃3 ≤ 𝑃4 ≤ 𝑃5 ≤ 𝑃6 

Where the 𝑃𝑥 corresponds to the power contracted in period x. This means that the contracted powers 

should follow a growing order from the most expensive to the cheapest. In conclusion, the specific 

requirements of this tariff make it not suitable for a FCS alone. However, it could be interesting to consider 

it in applications that have additional energy and power consumption such as commercial and small 

industrial activities where the power levels are already considerable. It should also be mentioned that it 

would be computationally more demanding to model this tariff in MATLAB as it would be necessary to 

simulate six days in a row if a single optimal solution for all the year is to be obtained. This would increase 

tremendously the size of the optimization problem and would require more computational power.  

Table 13 – Energy and capacity charges for tariff 6.1 A 

 Capacity charges [€/kW year] Energy charges [€/kWh] 

P1 39.139427 0.026674 

P2 19.586654 0.019921 

P3 14.334178 0.010615 

P4 14.334178 0.005283 

P5 14.334178 0.003411 

P6 6.540177 0.002137 
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Table 14 – Billing periods distribution along the year of tariff 6.1A 

 

5.4 A new market actor: “El gestor de carga” 

With the progressive entrance of EVs and the deployment of the related charging infrastructures, the 

Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism issued in 2011 a new ministerial order (Real Decreto 647/2011) 

introducing a new market player into the electricity sector, the so-called “gestor de carga”, which literally means 

“load balancer/manager”. Such market agents are defined as the only commercial entities that are legally 

authorized to resell the electricity required for the recharge of EVs. In fact, according to the Spanish 

regulation framework, no electricity consumer is allowed to resell electricity, but can only give it for free. 

The latter is the case of those shopping centers, bar or restaurants offering their clients the possibility to 

recharge mobile phones or laptops as an additional value of their commercial activity without generating 

direct profits. Likewise, the recharge of EVs cannot represent a commercial activity if the entity providing 

it is not registered as “gestor de carga”. The registration process, however, happens to be quite complicated 

and the new regulation has been criticized by many since it seems to be an additional barrier for the already 

challenging deployment of charging infrastructures. 

It is not just bad news though. In fact, for the first time, a market player is allowed to install and to use an 

ESS to generate economic profits by implementing a smart energy management system able to respond to 

electricity price variations. In fact, the current regulative framework only permits the integration of an ESS 

to shift the energy demand to periods when electricity is cheaper (demand shifting). The stored electricity 

cannot be sold neither on the electricity market nor to third entities but only used by ESS owner. With the 

introduction of the new ministerial order, the “gestor de carga”, being a hybrid between a consumer and an 

electricity retailer, is allowed to perform such activity as a way to ensure that the charging service is 

performed efficiently and at the minimum cost for both the user and electricity system.  
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 Optimization model 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe in details the structure of the optimization algorithm 

developed by the author and implemented to tackle the economic analysis. The chapter includes a brief 

description of the system’s layout, the formulation of the cost function, assumption and main 

limitations of the model, the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem together with the 

design constraints. The last section explains the iterative methodology implemented to evaluate the 

battery expected lifetime. 

 

According to the mathematical optimization society (MOS), “in a mathematical optimization (or programming) 

problem, one seeks to minimize or maximize a real function of real or integer variables, subject to constraints on the variables” 

(MOS, 2015). This approach is widely used to solve complex decision problems in which it is required to 

select the values of different and interrelated variables from a set of possible alternatives and with regard to 

some criterion (Luenberger and Ye, 2016). This technique offers an effective framework for analysis when 

it is possible to identify a single aspect of a real problem that can be isolated and characterized by an 

objective. The effectiveness of this methodology highly depends on the ability of the user to appropriately 

translate the complexity of a real problem into its mathematical formulation. Good judgment and modeling 

skills to represent the essential elements of a problem and to interpret the results are necessary to obtain 

meaningful conclusions. However, it should be mentioned that most problems one faces in real life are 

difficult to represent in mathematical terms due the complexity of variable interactions, and despite having 

great modeling skills, it might be too challenging to obtain the “correct” solution. Therefore, an optimization 

formulation should be considered as a tool of conceptualization and analysis and its results should only 

represent an approximation of the real optimal solution (Luenberger and Ye, 2016).  

6.1 System’s layout 

The first step of the optimization analysis is the problem identification and its mathematical formulation. 

The objective is to minimize the annual cost of a FCS considering the initial capital costs and the operating 

costs of the system. Since the goal is to evaluate if an ESS consisting of second-life automotive batteries 

would reduce the expenses of the system, only those elements that are susceptible to vary across different 

system designs are considered. The mathematical model is built in such a way that the optimal design of the 

system can be evaluated for different charging demand scenarios. Therefore, number and power ratings of 

the fast-chargers are inputs to the model and will be used to evaluate various demand profiles. The algorithm 

is run on MATLAB with the function “intlinprog”. 

Figure 14 displays the architecture of the FCS connected to the low-voltage distribution network. The 

system is composed by fast-chargers, an ESS with an AC/DC power converter and a grid connection. 

Nowadays, commercial fast-chargers are interfaced with the grid through a line transformer that provides a 

galvanic insulation between the battery of the vehicle and the power network and ensures that the charging 

process is fully safe and secure (Andersson, 2012). DC fast-chargers also contain a filter, a rectifier, an 

AC/DC converter and a DC/DC converter. Since all these elements are part of the fast-chargers and their 

size is not affected by the introduction of an ESS, they are not part of the optimization problem. On the 

other hand, the capacity of the ESS and the size of the bidirectional converter required for the 

interconnection with the system are critical decision variables. The power converter also works as battery 

management system (BMS) regulating the energy flow to and from the ESS. As explained in section 5.3.1, 

it is necessary to install a maximeter for monitoring the electricity consumption (kWh) and the maximum 

demanded power (kW) during the billing periods. These two parameters comprises a significant cost of the 

FCS and are of fundamental importance in the optimization analysis since the introduction of an ESS would 
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allow for the purchase of electricity during off-peak times and for the reduction of the contracted power, 

thus reducing the expenses of the system.  

 

Figure 14 – Reference architecture of the FCS with low voltage connection (Tariff 3.0A) 

As already mentioned, alternative designs are compared in terms of annual cost, 𝐶, that includes the initial 

capital costs and the operating costs of the system over a one year period, as displayed in equation (1).  

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑆 + 𝐶𝑃𝐶 + 𝐶𝐺 (1) 

where 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑆 and 𝐶𝑃𝐶  are the initial capital costs of the energy storage unit and the bidirectional power 

converter respectively, and 𝐶𝐺  includes all the costs associated with the grid connection. The cost of the 

ESS is modeled in equation (2). 

𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑆 =
𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑆,0 ∙ 𝐸𝑠,𝑟

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡
 (2) 

where 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑆,0 is the specific cost of the second-life battery energy storage and  𝐸𝑠,𝑟 represents its rated 

capacity. Generally, to annualize the capital investments of any equipment requires to divide its total cost 

by the expected lifetime and the discount rate. Particularly, the latter takes into account not only the time 

value of the investment but also the risk of uncertainty of future cash flows. In this case, such factor is not 

considered since the purpose of the economic analysis is only to estimate the share that each cost has over 

the total. Moreover, the calculation of the components’ size is performed with an optimization algorithm 

calculating the mathematical optimum and results are not even integers. In other words, the calculated sizes 

might not be commercially available and are only used to gain insights about their optimal value. Therefore, 

the initial capital cost of each component is converted into annual cost just by dividing it by its expected 

lifetime. It should be mentioned that this parameter is particularly important for the storage unit as it is 

made of repurposed batteries. In fact, their life expectancy is not as easy to predict as for brand new ones 

and its value greatly affects the optimal solution. Detailed information on this aspect is given in section 6.4. 

The cost of the power converter is calculated with   

𝐶𝑃𝐶 =
𝐶𝑃𝐶,0 ∙ 𝑃𝑠

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
 (3) 
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It consists of the specific cost the AC/DC bidirectional power converter 𝐶𝑃𝐶,0 multiplied by its rated 

capacity 𝑃𝑠 and divided by its expected lifetime, 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 . Since the lifetime of this component is likely to be 

at least equal to the lifetime of the system, its value is taken equal to the lifetime of the system. In order to 

ensure that the power converter is able to manage any power flowing to or from the ESS, the size of this 

component is taken equal to the higher value between the maximum charging power and the maximum 

discharging power of the ESS. The idea of introducing an ESS for minimizing the expenses of a FCS is 

based on two concepts. In the first place, it would allow for the purchase of electricity when its price is 

lower and to use it when its price is higher, increasing the flexibility of the whole system and reducing costs. 

The second advantage comes from the fact that an ESS would permit to decrease the contracted power in 

the most expensive billing periods, when most of the charges happen, without considerably increasing the 

contracted power during night since the recharge of the ESS can be done at low power. Therefore, it is 

likely that the charging process of the ESS will be done at low power during the night while the discharge 

will probably be more demanding. Therefore the rated power of the converter is taken equal to the 

maximum discharging power of the ESS. Equation (5) models the cost associated with the grid connection: 

𝐶𝐺 = 𝐶𝐺,0 ∙ 𝑃𝐺,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + ∑ 𝑛𝑗

𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛

𝑗=1

∙ ∑ 𝐶𝐺,𝑖
′

𝑏𝑝

𝑖=1

∙ 𝐸𝐺,𝑖𝑗 + ∑ 𝐶𝐺,𝑖
′′ ∙

𝑏𝑝

𝑖=1

𝑃𝐺,𝑐,𝑖   (4) 

where 𝐶𝐺,0 is the fixed cost associated with the maximum power drawn from the grid, 𝑃𝐺,𝑚𝑎𝑥 . This cost is 

defined in the ministerial order ITC/3519/2009, of December 28th as explained in 5.3.1 and corresponds 

to the cost, which has to be paid to the DSO, for connecting the supply point with the distribution network. 

The second term of the equation takes into account the cost of purchasing electricity from the grid. 𝐶𝐺,𝑖
′  

represents the electricity price in the billing period 𝑖 and is multiplied by 𝐸𝐺,𝑖𝑗 , being it the energy drawn 

from the grid over the billing period 𝑖 and during season 𝑗. This reflects the expenses related to the purchase 

of electricity during a single day of season 𝑗 and therefore it is necessary to multiply it by the number of days 

𝑛𝑗 of season 𝑗 for obtaining the related annual cost. Finally, 𝐶𝐺,𝑖
′′  and 𝑃𝐺,𝑐,𝑖 correspond to the capacity price 

of period 𝑖 and the contracted power in the corresponding billing period 𝑖. In this case, the capacity price is 

given in annual terms [€/kW*year] and therefore no conversion is required. Figure 15 shows the distribution 

and the values of electricity and capacity charges during winter and summer. It is interesting to notice the 

impact that the different number of days in winter and summer has on the electricity price. The reason why 

the electricity prices in the first half (winter period) are higher respect to the second half (summer period) 

lies on the fact that winter days are less than summer days. This allows to consider properly the 

characteristics of the tariff. Capacity prices as they are given in annual terms have the same values during 

both winter and summer since they have to be paid only once according to the contracted power in the 

three billing periods. It is important to mention that, since in Spain users must decide the power to contract 

in each billing period at the beginning of the year, this optimization calculates the optimal power levels for 

minimizing the expenses due to the capacity charges. The figure also depicts the different distribution of 

the billing periods during the two seasons. 
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Figure 15 – Left side of the green line: Adjusted electricity and capacity prices for winter; Right side of the green line: 
Adjusted electricity and capacity prices for summer. 

6.2 Assumptions and limitations 

The conversion of a real-life problem into mathematical terms is a challenging and demanding process and 

its quality depends on the modeling skills of the user but also on the complexity of the problem itself. Good 

judgement skills are therefore necessary to simplify the mathematical formulation of the optimization 

problem without affecting the quality of its results. The main assumptions behind the formulation process 

and the most relevant limitations of the model are the following: . 

 In general, the mathematical optimum unlikely corresponds to the real optimum. The reason lies 

upon the difficulties that one encounters when translating a real-life problem in its mathematical 

formulation. However, mathematical modeling can give useful insights to identify the most critical 

aspects of a problem. Therefore, the results obtained from this particular thesis project should be 

interpreted as an approximation of the real solution and be used to gain an overall idea of what 

parameters affect the most the system costs.  

 Due to limited computational power and to the exponential increase of the problem size with 

simulation length, the optimization horizon is set to two days (48 hours). The two days represent 

the two different distribution of the billing periods along the year (one for winter and one for 

summer). This leads to the model not being able to consider neither the daily nor the annual load 

variability. On the other hand, considering the same load profiles along the two days and the whole 

year allowed for comparing charging demand profiles and evaluating how they affect the feasibility 

of introducing an ESS.  

 Although the model is built in such a way that the time-step can be easily be modified, it is decided 

to set it to 1 minute. A time-step too big would lead a loss of accuracy of the results while a time-

step too small would tremendously increase the size of the system (the size of some decision 

variables depends on the time-step and the optimization horizon). With a one minute time-step, it 

is possible to keep an acceptable quality of the details of the load demand, and generally of the 

energy flows within the system. 

 The time step especially affects how the powers in the model are calculated. With a one minute 

time step, what is being measured is not the instantaneous power but the average power consumed 

over one minute. 
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 The battery degradation is associated with the energy discharged by the battery itself. This means 

that the amount of energy the battery can store at the beginning of its life is not the same along its 

operation. On the contrary, it varies as soon as some energy flows out as described in 6.4. A more 

accurate methodology should calculate the capacity loss in each time step and the simulation should 

be extended to a longer period considering the daily and annual load variability. Therefore, with the 

current formulation, it is not possible to properly consider the capacity loss of the battery and how 

it affects the operation of the system. As explained in section 6.4, the expected lifetime is calculated 

by assuming that battery performs the same daily cycle until it loses 20% of its initial capacity. 

 The specific cost of the bidirectional converter is assumed to be linearly dependent on its power 

rating [€/kW], despite in reality, it is not but varies with country, manufacturer etc…  

 The costs related to the physical installation such as the section of the cable or the difference 

between the labor cost with and without an ESS are not considered due to the complexity of their 

conversion into mathematical terms. Regarding the battery cost, it is appropriate to consider it as 

linearly dependent on its rated capacity [€/kWh]. As shown in Table 38 , the modules composing 

the ESS have a rated capacity of 0.888 kWh, which is very close to the unit and gives good flexibility 

when adjusting the optimal mathematical capacity with the available one. 

 

6.3 Mathematical formulation 

Mathematical programming is defined as a tool, which makes use of mathematical models, to solve 

optimization problems in which a function composed by many variables has to be either maximized or 

minimized. Optimizing refers to the selection of the best alternative values of the decision variables from a 

set of available options. The decision variables are often limited by a set of constraints imposed by the nature 

of the problem being analyzed. Constraints on some or all variables are generally modeled with equality 

and/or inequality equations. Linear programming models are the most used in optimization analysis thanks 

to their simplicity of formulation (all variables and constraints are linear) and the accuracy in representing 

the characteristics of the problem. However, sometimes, it is simply not possible to describe a real-life 

problem with only linear variables. Therefore, a linear programming model becomes mixed-integer when 

some of the variables are forced to assume integer values. 

Despite more demanding in modelling terms, the intrinsic features of this particular optimization problem 

require the use of a mixed-integer linear programming approach, which allows to obtain more accurate 

results. Its general form is formulated as following: 

min
𝑥

(𝐜𝐓𝐱)  𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜:  {

𝐴 ∙ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏
𝐷 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑔

𝑥𝑗  𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑗 ∈ 𝑛)
 

Where 𝐜𝐓𝐱 is the objective function to be minimized, 𝐜 and 𝐱 ∈ 𝐑𝐧 are respectively the cost vector and the 

vector of the decision variables. The matrices 𝐴 and 𝐷 as well as the vectors 𝑏 and 𝑔 model the design 

constraints of the system. In particular, 𝐴, a 𝑘 × 𝑛 matrix, and 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝑘 model the inequality constraints 

while 𝐷, a 𝑙 × 𝑛 matrix, and 𝑔 ∈ 𝑅𝑙 model the equality constraints.  

Figure 16 shows the energy flows within the system as well as the decision variables (in blue) and the system 

attributes, which are set as input values. 
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Figure 16 – Energy flow diagram of the FCS  

𝑃𝐺,1, 𝑃𝐺,2 and 𝑃𝐺,3 correspond to the contracted power in kW in the periods on-peak, shoulder and off-

peak respectively. As profoundly explained in section 5.3.1, a maximeter is used to monitor the power drawn 

from the grid. The main characteristic of this device is that it registers the average power consumed during 

15 minutes periods, allowing the system to draw more power than the ones contracted. Therefore, the model 

is built is such a way that 𝑃𝐺,1, 𝑃𝐺,2 and 𝑃𝐺,3 take the values of the maximum power registered in the three 

billing periods on a 15-minutes basis. The maximum instantaneous power absorbed from the grid is 

calculated with the variable 𝑃𝐺,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , which takes into account the connection cost. In fact, the system is 

allowed to draw more power than the ones contracted but the installation needs to be sized according to 

the maximum that is instantaneously consumed. Another characteristic of tariff 3.0A is that at least one of 

the contracted power has to be greater than 15 kW. Therefore, it can happen that in some demand scenarios, 

especially those with low level of charging request, all contracted powers assume values lower than 15 kW. 

To avoid this, it is necessary to create three binary variables, 𝑘𝑃𝐺,1, 𝑘𝑃𝐺,2 and 𝑘𝑃𝐺,3, that force at least one 

among 𝑃𝐺,1, 𝑃𝐺,2 and 𝑃𝐺,3 to be greater than 15 kW.  

To properly consider the operation of the FCS, it is necessary to create some time-dependent variables that are free to 
are free to take a different value in each time step. So for example, the electricity drawn from the grid is calculated with 

calculated with the variable 𝐸𝐺(𝑡) that is a vector of length N (where N is the number of time steps of the optimization 
optimization horizon) and its values are optimized at each time step. In other words, the optimization algorithm, 
algorithm, besides evaluating the optimal ratings of the system’s elements, also calculates the optimal strategy for 

for controlling and managing the energy flows inside the FCS. The optimal control strategy is defined as the 
management of the energy flows that leads to the lowest possible operational costs. It reacts with the varying electricity 

electricity pricing while taking into account the inefficiencies of the various components. 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑡) and 𝐸𝑆𝐿(𝑡) represent 
represent the energy flowing from the grid to the storage and from the storage to the load. One of the main working 

working principle of the battery is that it cannot be charged and discharged at the same time. Therefore, 𝐾𝐶(𝑡) and 

𝐾𝐶(𝑡) and 𝐾𝐷(𝑡) are created as binary variables ensuring that, for each time step, 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑡) and 𝐸𝑆𝐿(𝑡) are not both 
not both different to zero. The constrain modeling this concept is addressed in details in section 6.3.1. Another 

Another limitation of the ESS is given by its minimum and maximum state of charge. The variable 𝐸𝑆(𝑡) corresponds 

corresponds to the instantaneous energy stored inside the ESS while 𝐸𝑆,𝑟, 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ and 𝑃𝑐ℎ are respectively the rated 

the rated capacity of the ESS, its maximum discharging and charging power. On the attributes of the system’s 

system’s components, it is important to highlight the four efficiencies 𝜂𝑐 and 𝜂𝑑, which are the efficiencies of charge 
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of charge and discharge of the second-life batteries, an𝜂𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶d  and 𝜂𝑐_𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶  representing the efficiency of the 

of the bidirectional converter and of AC/DC converter of the fast-chargers respectively. Minimum and maximum state 

maximum state of charge of the ESS are defined with the parameters 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  while 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 

and 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 determine the state of charge of the battery at the beginning of the simulation and at the end of the first 

of the first and second day. This allows the model to obtain a single solution for the whole year as explained in section 

in section 6.3.1. The last term, 𝑃𝑐(𝑡)𝑖, represents the charging demand of the FCS and, as already mentioned, is an 
is an input to the model, making it possible to analyze different scenarios. A summary of the decision variables is 

variables is shown in Table 15 while a description of the input parameters to the model are displayed in  

Table 16. 

Table 15 – List of the decision variables 

Decision Variable Description 

𝑃𝐺,1 Contracted power in the on-peak period [kW] 

𝑃𝐺,2 Contracted power in the shoulder period [kW] 

𝑃𝐺,3 Contracted power in the off-peak period [kW] 

𝑘𝑃𝐺,1 Binary variable associated with 𝑃𝐺,1 [0,1] 

𝑘𝑃𝐺,2 Binary variable associated with 𝑃𝐺,2 [0,1] 

𝑘𝑃𝐺,3 Binary variable associated with 𝑃𝐺,3 [0,1] 

𝑃𝐺,𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum power drawn from the grid [kW] 

𝐸𝐺(𝑡) Electricity drawn from the grid at each time step [kWh] 

𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑡) Electricity going from the grid to the storage at each time step [kWh] 

𝐸𝑆𝐿(𝑡) Electricity going from the storage to the load at each time step [kWh] 

𝐾𝐶(𝑡) Binary variable associated with the charging process of the battery [0,1] 

𝐾𝐷(𝑡) Binary variable associated with the discharging process of the battery [0,1] 

𝐸𝑆(𝑡) Energy content of the battery at the end of each time step [kWh] 

𝐸𝑆,𝑟 Battery rated capacity [kWh] 

𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ Battery maximum discharging power [kW] 

𝑃𝑐ℎ Battery maximum charging power [kW] 

 

Table 16 – Summary of the system parameters 

Parameter Description 

𝜂𝑐 Charging efficiency of the second-life battery [%] 

𝜂𝑑 Discharging efficiency of the second-life battery [%] 

𝜂𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶  Conversion efficiency of the bidirectional converter [%] 

𝜂𝑐_𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶 Conversion efficiency of the fast-charger converters [%] 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 Minimum state of charge of the battery pack [%] 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 Minimum state of charge of the battery pack [%] 
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𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 Initial state of charge of the battery pack [%] 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 Final state of charge of the battery pack [%] 

𝑃𝑐(𝑡)𝑖 Energy demand of the FCS in each time step [kWh/time-step] 

 

6.3.1  Constraints  

In an optimization problem, a constraint is defined as a condition that the solution must satisfy. The set of 

candidate solutions satisfying all constraint is called feasible set. In a MILP, there exists three main types of 

constraints: equality constraints, inequality constraints and integer constraints. In addition, the value some 

or all variables can take can be limited by setting upper and lower bounds. In a MILP, the feasible region is 

a complex multi-dimensional space. Moreover, the integer constraint on some variables make the feasible 

set of solution non-continuous since no fractional values are allowed.  

Equation (5) models the energy balance of the FCS, ensuring that energy is conserved and that charging 

demand is always met.  

𝐸𝐺  (𝑡) + 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡) ∙ 𝜂𝐴𝐶𝐷𝐶 − 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡) ∙
1

𝜂𝐴𝐶𝐷𝐶
=

∑ 𝑃𝑐 (𝑡)𝑖

𝜂𝐴𝐶𝐷𝐶
 (5) 

To ensure that 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡) and 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡) are not simultaneously positive, which would mean that the ESS is 

charging and discharging power at the same time and which is not physically possible, are used equations 

(6), (7) and (8). In the first place, it is necessary to create 𝑘𝐷(𝑡) and 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) as binary variables since no 

specific option is available in MATLAB. This is simply done by setting both variables to be integer and by 

limiting the values they can take to either zero or one with upper and lower bounds. Therefore, when one 

of them is equal to 1, equation (8) forces the other to be zero. This is automatically reflected in equations 

(6) and (7) in which one between 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡) and 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡) has to be zero guaranteeing that only one between 

the discharging an charging process happen at a time. So for example, if the battery is discharging energy, 

𝑘𝐷(𝑡) takes on the value 1 and equation (8) forces 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) to be zero. However, in this situation, 
𝐸𝑆𝐿 (𝑡)

∆𝑡
 

would be limited to assume a value between zero and one, affecting the operation of the system. Therefore, 

in order not to limit its value, both binary variables are multiplied by a constant number 𝑀8, which is simply 

a large enough positive number ensuring that no upper bounds are added on 
𝐸𝑆𝐿 (𝑡)

∆𝑡
. Obviously, the standby 

condition of the ESS where no energy is being exchanged is a feasible alternative since 𝑘𝐷(𝑡) and 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) 

can be both equal to zero.  

Since the energy balance is done at the node connecting the bidirectional converter, the grid and the fast-

chargers while the charging and discharging energy of the ESS are considered before the converter (battery 

side, see Figure 16), the conversion efficiency of the converter has to be properly included.  

0 ≤
𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡)

∆𝑡
≤ 𝑘𝐷(𝑡) ∙ 𝑀 (6) 

0 ≤
𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡)

∆𝑡
≤ 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) ∙ 𝑀 (7) 

𝑘𝐷(𝑡) + 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) ≤ 1      𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘𝐷(𝑡), 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) ∈ {0,1} (8) 

                                                      
8 This method is commonly called the big-M formulation in operations research.  
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The instantaneous battery energy content is modeled with equation (9). A similar discussion can be made 

in this situation where 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡) and 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡) cannot be simultaneously positive. Equation (8) again models 

the charging, discharging and standby operating conditions of the ESS.   

𝐸𝑠 (𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠 (𝑡 − ∆𝑡)+ 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡) ∙ 𝜂𝑐 − 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡) ∙
1

𝜂𝑑
 (9) 

𝐸𝑠 (1) = 𝐸𝑠,𝑟 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡+ 𝐸𝐺𝑆 (1) ∙ 𝜂𝑐 − 𝐸𝑆𝐿  (1) ∙
1

𝜂𝑑
 (10) 

𝐸𝑠 (𝑁
2⁄ ) = 𝐸𝑠,𝑟 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 (11) 

𝐸𝑠 (𝑁) = 𝐸𝑠,𝑟 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 (12) 

Therefore, the instantaneous energy stored into the ESS is equal to the energy content in the previous time 

step either plus the energy charged or minus the energy discharged in the considered time step9. In case 

both 𝑘𝐷(𝑡) and 𝑘𝐶(𝑡) are equal to zero, no variation of the battery energy content occurs. To consider the 

efficiencies of the charging and discharging processes, 𝜂𝑐 and 𝜂𝑑 are appropriately added. The initial state 

of charge of the battery is modeled with equation (10) that allows to freely set the energy content of the 

ESS at the beginning of the simulation (t = 0). As already mentioned, the simulation horizon is set to 48 

hours consisting of a typical day of winter (first half) and a typical day of summer (second half). The 

economic analysis, on the other hand, in done on an annual basis and the number of winter days are 

considerably less than the number of summer days. Subsequently, in economic terms, it is more convenient 

to optimize the system for the summer period as it has more weight if a single solution for the whole year 

is to be obtained. Therefore, the simulation is divided in two by forcing the energy content of the ESS to 

return to a preset value at the end of first half of the simulation (end of the winter day), as displayed in 

equation (11). Besides allowing to obtain a single optimal solution for the whole year despite the differences 

between the two seasons, this method evaluates a representative solution for one day of eacg seasons. 

Finally, equation (12) ensures that the ESS concludes the simulation with a preset percentage (𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) of 

its rated capacity. 

The aging process of batteries is greatly affected by the minimum and maximum state of charge they are 

allowed to reach. Normally, the BMS is in charge of ensuring that the battery never reaches some specific 

state of charges, which depend on the battery intrinsic characteristics, and that would produce undesired 

effects. In automotive applications, these values normally are quite extended ranging between 15% and 95% 

of the battery rated capacity (Canals Casals and Amante García, 2017). This is due to the requirements of 

the mobility service they have to provide where a high level of available energy means an extended driving 

range. In stationary applications, this characteristic is not so critical and it is normally preferred to keep 

stricter ranges in order to guarantee a longer lifetime. Therefore, equation (13) prevents the ESS to surpass 

a maximum and a minimum state of charge.  

𝐸𝑠,𝑟 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐸𝑠 (𝑡) ≤ 𝐸𝑠,𝑟 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 (13) 

Other important parameters influencing the battery operation and its aging are the charging and discharging 

rates. Equations (14) and (15) measure the maximum discharging power and charging power of the ESS 

respectively.  

𝐸𝑆𝐿  (𝑡)

∆𝑡
≤ 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ (14) 

                                                      
9 The sign depends on whether energy is flowing from or to the ESS (discharging and charging process).  
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𝐸𝐺𝑆 (𝑡)

∆𝑡
≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ (15) 

Constraint (16) is used to appropriately calculate the contracted power in the three billing periods. The 

average power consumed in each 15-minutes period is obtained by simply summing up the energy consumed 

in each time step during 15 minutes divided by the duration of the time interval. The term 
15∙60

∆𝑡
 defines the 

number of values composing a 15 minutes time interval depending the chosen time step10. This allows the 

equation to adjust automatically the calculation according to different time steps.  

∑ 𝐸𝐺,𝑖  (𝑡)
15∙60

∆𝑡
𝑖=1

15 ∙ 60
∆𝑡

≤ 𝑃𝐺𝑥 (16) 

So for example, when ∆𝑡 is equal to 60 seconds, which is the value considered in this project, the left term of the 

of the equation becomes a simple sum of the energy drawn per minute during 15 minutes divided 15 minutes. 𝑃𝐺,𝑟𝑥 

minutes. 𝑃𝐺,𝑟𝑥 assumes the variables 𝑃𝐺1, 𝑃𝐺2 or 𝑃𝐺3 according to the time of the day as defined in tariff 3.0A (see  

Table 5).  

 

𝑃𝐺,1 ≥ 15 ∙ 𝑘𝑃𝐺,1 (17) 

𝑃𝐺,2 ≥ 15 ∙ 𝑘𝑃𝐺,2 (18) 

𝑃𝐺,3 ≥ 15 ∙ 𝑘𝑃𝐺,3 (19) 

𝑘𝑃𝐺,1 +  𝑘𝑃𝐺,2 + 𝑘𝑃𝐺,1 ≥ 1 (20) 

The last set of equations (17), (18), (19) and (20) is implemented to ensure that at least one among the 

three contracted powers is greater than 15 kW, as required by the ministerial order. 

The results, obtained if only the aforementioned constraints are satisfied, correspond to the mathematically 

optimal solution. However, sometimes the algorithm does not exactly reflect the operation of a real system. 

This was noticed with the first simulations where the profile of the power drawn from the grid sometimes 

showed huge variations from one time step to another. So for example, assuming that from a complete 

simulation, the power contracted in one period is equal to 100 kW. If during such period, the system needs 

to draw 5 kWh during a 15 minutes period, then for the algorithm it is the same to draw constantly 20 kW 

during 15 minutes or to draw 60 kW during 5 minutes and then nothing. Technically speaking, this is 

situation does not violate any constraint since the contracted power is 100 kW, which is not surpassed in 

either cases. However, from the grid perspective, it can cause instabilities. Therefore, additional constraints 

were implemented in the model in order to limit this effect; however, it does not seem necessary to describe 

them as, besides being complicated, they do not affect the results but only the representation of the energy 

flows.    

6.4 Battery degradation 

As all things in life, batteries age with time and use. When installing an ESS, one of the most critical 

parameter is its expected lifetime as it greatly affects the profitability of the investment. Several 

methodologies can be adopted to predict a battery expected lifetime. A common and simple approach is to 

                                                      
10 If ∆𝑡 is equal to 60 seconds, the term 

15∙60

∆𝑡
 takes on the value 15 equal to the number of minutes in 15 minutes. 
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use the information battery manufacturers generally provide on the battery lifetime. The information is 

normally given in terms of either years, number of cycles or energy throughput and is predicted assuming 

that the battery always works under ideal temperature and operating conditions (Reid G.Julve, 2016). 

Another possibility is to implement sophisticated predictive models considering the battery electrical 

equivalent circuit that are subsequently more accurate and precise. For the scope of this project neither 

methodologies are implemented. The former is discarded mainly because of one reason. That is, no 

information related to the expected lifetime of repurposed batteries is available at commercial level since 

their aging behavior does not follow the same path as if they were new. On the other hand, the development 

or even just the implementation of complex models could be too demanding and would require much more 

time and resources. Therefore, a semi-empirical methodology is finally implemented as explained hereinafter 

and is based on the one proposed in (Canals Casals and Amante García, 2017).  

The ESS considered in this thesis project is composed by EV batteries that are retired from the automotive 

service once they have lost 20% of their original capacity. However, before being reused, they have to go 

through a rehabilitation process. In the publication (Canals Casals, Amante Garcia and Gonzalez Benitez, 

2014), the authors propose two strategies to repurpose the automotive batteries for a second-life. The 

former is referred as to direct reuse and implies the use of the batteries with the same configuration as it is 

used in the EV. The latter consists of dismounting the battery in modules and rearranging them in a better 

configuration. With the direct reuse, it would only be possible to have an ESS with a certain defined capacity 

proportional to the capacity of the EV battery11. This option happens to have scarce flexibility when the 

optimal capacity calculated from the model is to be matched with the possible available sizes. Therefore, the 

mathematical optimization would lose effectiveness. On the other hand, the module reconfiguration shows 

greater flexibility as the capacity of the single module (see Appendix I: Cell specifications) is very close to 

the unit and therefore can be accurately adjusted to the results from the model. Hence, it is selected the 

module reconfiguration strategy despite the associated rehabilitation process is slightly more expensive. The 

modules considered in this project are composed by 12 Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC)-chemistry 

prismatic cells with a capacity of 25 Ah when new. This type of cell is commonly used in commercial EV 

batteries (Canals-Casals, Amante-García and Castellà-Dagà, 2016; Canals Casals and Amante García, 2017; 

Martinez-Laserna et al., 2017). The capacity of each cell at the beginning the second-life is considered to be 

equal to 80% of its original capacity and it is assumed that the cells are arranged in a 4s3p configuration 

inside each module. Table 38 summarizes the main specifications of the cells and the modules.  

Assumption and limitations 

The evaluation of the battery expected lifetime is performed with an iterative method. To run the 

mathematical model is necessary to introduce a first-guess value of the battery lifetime. The results from the 

simulation are afterwards used to recalculate the time the battery is expected to last before losing 20% of its 

original capacity under the working conditions defined by the model. A semi-empirical approach is a 

simplified version of complex methodologies that are validated with empirical data. To apply a simplified 

approach is necessary to make some assumptions, which would define the limitations of the applied 

methodology and the validity of its results. 

 As the simulation horizon is set to be 2 days, it is possible to obtain only two working cycles of the 

battery, one for summer and one for winter. Therefore, it is assumed that each cycles is repeated as 

many times as the number of winter and summer days in one year.  

 The instantaneous loss of capacity is assumed not to affect the performance of the battery along its 

lifetime12 

                                                      
11 The capacity of the ESS would be defined by the number of EV batteries installed and therefore proportional to the 
capacity of the single battery unit 
12 It is assumed that the battery performs the same cycles under the same working conditions along its whole lifetime. 
However, as the battery degrades (it loses capacity), the same working cycle would have a different impact on the aging 
process. 
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 After interviewing an expert in SEAT, it turned out that calendar aging can be neglected in second-

life applications as its aging effect decreases with time (the battery starts its second-life after 8-10 

years of operation in the EV and therefore calendar aging is not as significant as it was when the 

battery was new). 

 The loss of capacity is calculated at cell level and therefore, it is necessary to assume that all cells 

degrade in the same way and proportion. 

 One of the most critical parameters affecting the battery aging process is the working temperature. 

However, it is not possible to consider it with such a simple methodology. Therefore, it is assumed 

that the temperature of the battery is kept constant at 25 °C13.  

Methodology 

The evaluation of the battery expected lifetime during its 2nd life starts from a base aging model. That is, the 

loss of capacity that occurs when the cell cycles at 25°C, 1-C (discharge), 100% DOD and 50% average 

SOC. Under these conditions, the cell loses a percentage of its capacity that is proportional to the energy 

discharged. The linear base case degradation value was given by SEAT but cannot be shown due to 

confidentiality issues. Nevertheless, a similar value can be found in (Ahmadi et al., 2014).  

The capacity fade effect under the base case conditions is modified according the operating conditions 

calculated with the model. As suggested in (Canals Casals and Amante García, 2017), the cycling factors 

influencing the rate at which the aging process occurs are temperature, depth of discharge, average state of 

charge, and current (C-rate). Equations (21), (22), (23) and (24) are used to evaluate the correction 

parameters required to adjust the base case aging factor.  

𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜃1 ∙ 𝐼2 + 𝜃2 ∙ 𝐼 + 𝜃3 (21) 

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜃4 ∙ 𝑉 + 𝜃5 (22) 

𝐷𝑂𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝐷𝑂𝐷)

2
 (23) 

𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑒

𝜃6
𝑇

𝑒
𝜃6

268

 (24) 

After running the optimization algorithm with a first-guess value of the battery lifetime, the ESS rated 

capacity, its maximum discharging power as well as the SOC profile are obtained. These values are necessary 

to evaluate the required number of modules and their configuration. From the discharging power profile of 

the ESS is possible to calculate the average discharging power of each cell and therefore the average 

discharging current required in equation (7). For estimation of the DOD effect, it is assumed the worst case 

scenario since the DOD used in equation (23) is associated with the maximum value it reaches during the 

simulation, which corresponds the inverse of the minimum allowed state of charge set as input parameter. 

The voltage effect is evaluated with the SOC profile. In fact, from the average SOC of the working cycle 

and the cell curve linking the state of charge of the cell with its open circuit voltage, it is possible to estimate 

the average operating voltage of the cell. The temperature is considered to be 25°C and therefore its related 

correction factor takes the value 1. The calculated correction parameters are multiplied by the base case 

aging factor to obtain an adjusted value. By multiplying it with the energy discharged by each cell during 

summer and winter, it is possible to estimate the expected lifespan of each cell and therefore of the whole 

                                                      
13 This assumption is not as restrictive as it may sound since batteries working in stationary application are not subject 
to highly stressing operating conditions and their C-rate are normally limited to reasonable values. 25°C corresponds 
to the temperature that produces no additional aging effect. 
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battery pack. Considering that the cell can no longer be used once it has lost 20% of its initial capacity, the 

expected lifetime is calculated with the equation (25). 

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
0.2 ∙  𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
 (25) 

The iterative process is repeated until the difference between the input lifetime and the value calculated with 

this procedure reaches a reasonably small value. The proposed methodology is implemented in MATLAB 

and a schematic representation of the iterative process is depicted in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 – Visual representation of the iterative process for calculating the battery expected lifetime 
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 Case study 

 

The first part of this chapter aims at identifying the locations where fast-charging is likely to be most 

needed. The chapter continues with the description of the identified charging demand scenarios as well 

as with the representation of the related charging event distribution probabilities. Possible future 

charging demand scenarios are also described in the last part.  

 

7.1 Identification of charging demand scenarios 

According to a recent report published by Deloitte (Deloitte Monitor, 2017), in Spain, 94% of the GHG of 

the transport sector corresponding to 75.2 MtCO2 were produced from passenger and freight land transport 

in 2014. Decarbonizing the transport sector as well as meeting the GHG reduction targets requires that 

BEV and PHEV together should account for 25% of the car stock by 2030 and over 90% by 2050. The 

rollout of charging infrastructures should follow a similar trend in order to provide EV owners with an 

adequate mean to recharge their cars. Several charging technologies are available on the market (see section 

3.2 ) and each of them is suitable for a particular situation. So for example, home charging at night and at 

low power is expected to be the most diffused and the most convenient alternative for both the vehicle 

owner and the power utilities while fast charging should be used in occasional and emergency cases given 

its power intense nature (Deloitte Monitor, 2017). Yet, its deployment is considered a key factor to build 

confidence for a spread EV adoption, especially in the early stages. 

In general, fast-chargers are more necessary in those areas with a high density of vehicles and traffic (Deloitte 

Monitor, 2017). Starting from the premise that, although more convenient, home charging is unlikely to 

fully satisfy the charging needs of all EV users, it is clear that public fast charging should supplement normal 

charging in urban areas such leisure centers, super markets, shopping malls or just along major urban roads 

(similar to the service provided by conventional petrol stations in city) (CIRCE, 2015). A properly sized 

network of fast-chargers in urban areas is therefore necessary to enable longer inter-city trips, to offer EV 

owners with no home charger the possibility to recharge their vehicle and in emergency cases.  

According to a survey made by the Newcastle University and shown in (CIRCE, 2015), EV users mainly 

consider fast-charging as a mean to extend the driving range during longer than usual journey. Other studies 

such as (International Energy Agency (IEA), 2011) as well as interviews with experts in the automotive 

sector (SEAT and VW group) confirmed that fast-charging on highways might be the most significant 

application for this technology. Despite this, a common opinion among industry experts is that only 15% 

of the total charges will happen with fast-chargers. Of this share, 10% is expected to be done on highways 

and 5% in urban environment. As already mentioned, the major share of charges will be performed during 

night at home and automakers are betting on slow chargers of 3.2 kW able to recharge approximately 25,6 

kWh per night.  

Another possible case in which fast charging could be needed is in workplaces where it might be necessary 

to satisfy the charging needs of both employees and a company fleet. An interesting study was conducted 

by (Idaho National Laboratory, 2014) where the utilization of different charging technologies at a work site 

was investigated. Results confirmed the fact that fast-chargers are beneficial in workplaces. 

Depending on the location of the FCS and the service it should provide, different utilizations can and should 

be expected. For the scope of this project, three different charging demand profiles corresponding to the 

utilization of a FCS in an urban environment, on a highway and at a work site are analyzed. Considering the 

current low market share of EVs in Spain, it is assumed that the fast-charging infrastructure is equipped 

with a fast-charger only and therefore only one vehicle at a time can be plugged in.  Each demand profile is 

defined by three parameters:  
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1. Time of Day Use (TDU): It corresponds to the relative frequency at which fast charges occur along 

the day. In other words, it reflects a typical daily distribution of charging events of a FCS. 

2. Energy per Session: It represents the mean charged energy per charging event. 

3. Energy per day: It corresponds to the daily energy consumption 

To create the charging demand profiles are used the charging curves of three popular BEVs, which are 

arranged in different combinations. This allows for properly considering the energy demand in each time 

step and is of particular importance since charging curves have very peculiar power consumption profiles. 

From various sources are obtained the charging profiles of a Peugeot Ion, a Nissan Leaf and a Tesla Model 

S 90D. The main characteristics of each vehicle are summarized in Table 17 while the charging profiles are 

displayed in Figure 31. The power consumption profile of the Peugeot Ion was retrieved from SEAT while 

the other two were obtained from literature (Sbordone et al., 2016; Nyland, 2017). Since this project only 

considers fast-chargers with a 50 kW rated power, the power consumption of the Tesla Model S 90D needs 

to be adapted accordingly. Therefore, it is proportionally reduced to obtain a maximum power demand of 

50 kW. The power consumption curves are displayed in Figure 31. 

Table 17 – Main characteristics of the BEVs and the related fast charge of their batteries 

 Peugeot Ion Nissan Leaf 
Tesla Model S 

90D 

Tesla Model S 90D 

(adapted 50 kW) 

Battery size [kWh]  16 24 90 41 

Charged Energy [kWh] 12.04 14.24 70.42 32.03 

Duration [min] 26 29 61 61 

SOC range14 [%] [15% - 90%] [20% - 80%] [10% - 90%] [10% - 90%] 

 

7.1.1 Urban   

The first scenario corresponds to a fast-charger located in a urban environment. Different studies confirm 

that most quick charges occur in the evening, which often coincide with the grid peak demand (Simpson 

and Markel, 2012; CIRCE, 2015). Figure 18 depicts the time of day use distribution and its shape could be 

explained with the following assumptions: 

1. EV owners will most likely recharge the vehicles during night at home where fast-charging is not 

expected to be present. Therefore, no fast-charge is likely to occur at night.  

2. The low peak from 6.00 to 8.00 could be associated with EV owners who could not recharge the 

vehicle at home and need a quick recharge at the beginning of the day.  

3. The low probability that a quick charge occurs in the morning could be associated with the fact that 

most EV owners have fully recharged their vehicles at night and in the early morning. 

4. The evening peaks probably correspond to the hours when most people head back home, reflecting 

the daily driving patterns that are generally heavier in the evening (Simpson and Markel, 2012). 

Information on the utilization of a fast-charger in Barcelona was obtained from the company EVECTRA, 

which is an engineering and consulting firm dedicated to installing and operating fast-charging stations. The 

company only provided data on the monthly energy consumption per fast-charging station in July 2016, 

which surprisingly reached 2100 kWh divided in 5-6 charging sessions per day, and in October 2014 as 

shown in Table 18. Such utilization might sound too optimistic, especially with such a low EV penetration 

in Spain. In England for example, a study undertaken by some professors at the Newcastle University 

revealed that the global monthly energy consumption aggregated across all fast-chargers in the country 

reached 625 kWh/month, between July 2014 and November 2015, with an average energy consumption 

per charging session of around 8.9 kWh (Newcastle University, 2015). However, it should be stated that 

                                                      
14 It corresponds to the SOC at the beginning and at the end of the charging event. 
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such utilization is calculated as an average of all fast-chargers while this study aims at investigating specific 

situations. Moreover, the utilization of fast-chargers depends on many different variables. For example, 

according to (Deloitte Monitor, 2017), curbside charging infrastructures are expected to play a major role in 

Spain as the country has the lowest percentage of population with a single-family housing unit; an such 

housing unit are generally more suitable to install private charging point. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that utilization of fast-chargers in Spain could be higher than in other countries, as less people will 

have the possibility to recharge EVs at home. In addition, the differentiation of the charging demand 

scenarios is based on the energy charged per session. Therefore, if the total number of charges is kept 

constant, what defines such parameter is the share distribution of each EV model requiring a charge daily. 

With five charges per day, it is possible to differentiate the three demand scenarios without excessively 

increase the total energy consumption.  

Table 18 – Utilization of a fast-charger in Barcelona 
SOURCE: (Evectra mobility services, 2016) 

 
Monthly energy 

consumption [kWh] 

No. of charges 

per day 

Daily energy 

consumption [kWh] 

Energy per 

session [kWh] 

October 2014 1100 2-3 35.48 17.74 – 11.82 

July 2016 2100 5-6 67.74 13.54 – 11.29 

The last assumption on which this scenario is based on is related to the energy charged per session. It is 

assumed that a fast-charger located in a urban environment would be most utilized to perform short 

recharges consuming little energy per session. The reason lies on the fact that EVs with large battery size 

would less probably need a recharge in a urban environment thanks to the longer driving range. In addition, 

it is assumed that EV drivers would tend to use the fast-charging infrastructure to recharge only a small 

portion of the battery capacity in order to complete the trip back home where the charge will be completed 

during night. This would also indicate that EV drivers are less willing to wait long times to recharge their 

vehicle in such locations, which seems to be a reasonable assumption.  

The characteristics defining the load profile of the FCS in a urban environment are displayed in Table 19. 

Table 19 – Energy needs of the FCS in a urban environment 

 Peugeot Ion Nissan Leaf 
Tesla Model S 90D 

(adapted 50 kW) 

No. of charges per day  3 1 1 

Energy charged per session [kWh] 12.04 14.24 32.03 

Daily energy consumption [kWh] 82.4 

Mean energy charged per session 

[kWh] 
16.48 

The five daily charges are arranged to reflect the probability distribution of charging events displayed in 

Figure 18. Since the simulation horizon is set to two days due to the differences between winter and summer 

(as profoundly addressed in section 6.3.1), the input load consists of two identical distributions (one per 

each day) as shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 18 – Time of Day Use of a FCS in a urban environment 

7.1.2 Highways 

As aforementioned, FCSs on highways are expected to be the most needed as they would enable EV owners 

to drive long distances. As for the previous case, the load profile is based on some assumptions. In the first 

place, the number of charges per day is taken equal to the previous case since it was not possible to obtain 

real data. On the other hand, the probability distribution of charging events is retrieved from (Chen et al., 

2016) in which the authors calculate the charging request of a FCS from statistical data on traffic flow of a 

conventional gasoline station. Figure 19 shows the probability that a charging event occurs on highways. It 

is interesting to notice the highest peak occurs in the midday, which might correspond to EV drivers that 

have started the trip early in the morning and that after 2-3 hours of travel need a quick recharge to continue 

the trip.  

 

Figure 19 – Time of Day Use of a FCS on highways 

Differently from the previous case, EV drivers stopping at a FCS along highways are likely to have bigger 

battery size on average and to prefer a complete recharge of the battery in order to avoid too many stops. 

Under these assumptions, it is reasonable to assume that the energy charged per session will be greater and 

more energy intense. The characteristics of the load profile are summarized in Table 20 and the five charges 

are combined together to reflect the probability distribution of charging events of Figure 19. 
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Table 20 – Energy needs of the FCS on highways 

 Peugeot Ion Nissan Leaf 
Tesla Model S 90D 

(adapted 50 kW) 

No. of charges per day  1 1 3 

Energy charged per session [kWh] 12.04 14.24 32.03 

Daily energy consumption [kWh] 122.37 

Mean energy charged per session 

[kWh] 
24.47 

The input load profile is shown in Figure 33. 

7.1.3 Workplaces  

A fast-charging infrastructure at a work site is also expected to be necessary to offer the company’s 

employees as well as the company’s fleet of EVs the possibility to quickly recharge the vehicles when 

necessary. Similarly to the study conducted by (Idaho National Laboratory, 2014) and considering the 

limited number of EV power consumption curves, it is assumed that most EVs requiring a quick charge at 

a workplace are Nissan Leaf. The assumption seems reasonable since the Nissan Leaf is one of most diffused 

EV offering acceptable driving range and performance at a reasonable price for both workers and a company 

fleet. The distribution probability of the charging events is obtained by interviewing experts at SEAT and is 

displayed in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20 – Time of Day Use of a FCS located at a workplace 

The characteristics of the charging demand are reported in Table 21 while the load profile is displayed in 

Figure 34. 

Table 21 – Energy needs of the FCS at a workplace 

 Peugeot Ion Nissan Leaf 
Tesla Model S 90D 

(adapted 50 kW) 

No. of charges per day  1 3 1 

Energy charged per session [kWh] 12.04 14.24 32.03 

Daily energy consumption [kWh] 86.8 
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Mean energy charged per session 

[kWh] 
17.35 

 

7.1.4 Future scenarios 

The load profiles described so far are created considering that the FCS is equipped with only one fast-

charger and subsequently the peak power demand cannot be greater than 50 kW. Nonetheless, this situation 

is likely to change in the coming years and the number of EVs is expected to grow considerably as suggested 

by (Deloitte Monitor, 2017). In fact, meeting the targets for decarbonizing the transport sector requires a 

sustained growth of the EV stock as depicted in Figure 21. Currently, EV sales in Spain is still low with only 

4,750 BEVs and PHEVs sold in 2016. According to the recommendations provided by (Deloitte Monitor, 

2017), EVs stock is required to increase considerably and to reach between 200,000 and 300,000 by 2020. 

In other words, the percentage of EV sales respect to the total vehicle sales should increase from 0.4% 

registered in 2016 to 5% by 2020. Other countries such as Norway and the Netherlands achieved such 

penetration level (5%) in only three years starting from the current level of the Spanish market (0.4%).  

 

Figure 21 – Total number of EV in millions in Spain; in brackets electric vehicle sales as a percentage of total sales 

When looking at the Norwegian situation, according to (Ruoff, 2016), FCSs with more than one plug have 

higher usage rate. The reason is attributed to the queuing anxiety reflecting the fear of EV users of finding 

the charging port occupied when they reach the station. The study conducted by Charge & Drive revealed 

that most EV drivers tend to avoid charging stations with only one port, as they fear having to wait in line. 

Such situations are likely to occur with a high number of EVs on the market while in early-stage markets 

such as Spain station redundancy is less viable as the EV stock is still at low levels. It is likely, however, that, 

as the market develops, having multiple charging spots will gain importance. Therefore, it is highly probable 

that FCSs will be equipped with more than one spot for fast-charging in the next future. Such situation is 

interesting to analyze from the point of view of energy storage integration since the peak power demand 

when more than one fast-charger is working simultaneously is higher and could be happen less frequently, 

increasing the potential economic savings. Therefore, three additional load profiles representing possible 

future scenarios in the three different locations are built. It is considered that the charging infrastructure has 

two outlets, enabling the simultaneous quick recharge of two EVs. Therefore, a higher peak power 

consumption should be expected. In order not to alter the intrinsic characteristics of the location of the 

FCS, the number of charges are doubled (10 per day) but the energy charged per session is kept constant. 

The charges are distributed to reflect the same charging events probability distribution described in the 
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previous sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2 and 7.1.3. A similar charging demand was registered in Norway in 2013 when 

the number of EVs was 19,680.00 and 67 fast-chargers were installed. According to (Alexander and Gartner, 

2012a), the three most utilized fast-chargers registered 10,000 charging sessions in that year with an average 

of 9 charges per day, which confirms that a higher utilization should be expected in more developed markets. 

The load profiles representing future charging scenarios are displayed in Appendix III: Load profiles (Figure 

35, Figure 36 and Figure 37). 
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 Simulations 

The chapter begins with the description of the input parameters required to run the optimization 

algorithm. Then, the main results obtained from simulating the six load profiles are presented and the 

parameters with the highest influence on the model outputs are identified. The chapter continues with 

the evaluation of the impact the identified parameters have on the economic analysis through a 

sensitivity analysis. The last part of the chapter aims at summarizing the most relevant outcomes from 

the simulations and a reflection on the results’ implications.  

 

8.1 Input parameters 

To evaluate if the second-life batteries are suitable for reducing the expenses of the FCS under the six 

described load profiles is necessary to initialize the input parameters to the mathematical model.  

Table 22 – Initialized parameters to the mathematical model 

Parameter Value Comments 

System lifetime 15 years 

The system lifetime is required to conduct the economic analysis. It 

defines the annual cost of the system’s elements such as the bi-

directional converter and the grid connection. 

𝜂𝑑 , 𝜂𝑐  0.96 

Energy efficiency of batteries decreases with their use as explained in 

(Ahmadi et al., 2014). Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that 

charging and discharging efficiency of the considered ESS are lower 

than conventional batteries. Assuming these values leads to a 

roundtrip efficiency of approximately 92%.  

𝜂𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶  0.96 
Efficiency of the bi-directional power inverter. With ABB inverters, 

the efficiency achieves values > 94% (ABB, 2011) 

𝜂𝑐_𝐴𝐶/𝐷𝐶 0.9615 

The efficiency of the inverter inside the fast-charger is calculated by 

dividing the total energy at the DC side by the total input energy at 

the AC side. The calculation is based on real data obtained from 

SEAT 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 0.40 

The BMS is in charge of ensuring that the state of charge of the ESS 

never goes below this value. Normally, new batteries are able to work 

within wider SOC range (in EV application the SOC can vary from 

15% to 95%), however, when using repurposed batteries, it might be 

convenient to narrow the SOC range in order to extend their already 

reduced lifetime. By running some previous simulations and by 

speaking with battery expert in SEAT, it is decided to limit the 

minimum SOC of the battery to 40% as it produces the best results 

in terms of useful capacity and expected lifetime.  

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 0.80 
The same discussion can be done for the maximum state of charge. 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 0.40 

Since it is unlikely that quick charges occur at night, it seems 

reasonable to assume that the ESS starts and ends the day with its 

minimum SOC at midnight (12 AM). This assumption also maximizes 

                                                      
15 The efficiency of this component is susceptible to vary with the input power as shown in Appendix IV: 
Characteristics of the inverter of the fast-charger, Figure 38Figure 38 – Real measurement of the input DC power and 
the output AC power of the inverter of the fast-charger. Its value is calculated from real data on a fast-charge of a 
Peugeot Ion. 
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the recharge of the ESS at low power during the cheapest billing 

period. 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 0.40 Same as above. 

Second-life 

battery cost 
150 €/kWh 

No official cost is available for repurposed batteries but only 

estimations as described in chapter 2. The considered base case cost 

is taken from (Reid G.Julve, 2016). However, to evaluate to what 

extent this parameter affects the profitability of introducing them as 

ESS into a FCS under the different demand scenarios is performed a 

sensitivity analysis.  

Bi-directional 

inverter cost 
500 €/kW 

The specific cost of this element is retrieved from (Ardani et al., 2016) 

and confirmed from expert in SEAT. It also includes the cost of the 

power electronics such as the BMS. As its specific cost is particularly 

high and has a considerable impact on the profitability of introducing 

the ESS, its effect is evaluated with a sensitivity analysis.   

Electricity tariff 

Tariff 3.0 A 

See Table 6  

(first row) 

Since all tariffs have approximately the same capacity charges, it is 

selected the tariff 3.0A offered by Endesa in which the contracted 

power should be: 15 kW < 𝑃𝑐,𝑖 ≤ 30 kW. 

Similarly to other parameters, it seems interesting to investigate the 

impact that the electricity tariff design has on the introduction of ESS 

with a sensitivity analysis. 

Grid connection 

costs 
See Table 9. - 

 

8.2 Results 

This section exposes the results obtained from simulating the operation of the FCS under the six different 

load demand scenarios. In order to simplify the description of the outcomes, the abbreviations shown in 

Table 23 are considered. 

Table 23 – Abbreviations of load profiles and of some design parameters 

 Abbreviation 

Load profile of the FCS located within a urban area (PRESENT) Case 1 

Load profile of the FCS located on a highway (PRESENT) Case 2 

Load profile of the FCS located at a workplace (PRESENT) Case 3 

Load profile of the FCS located within a urban area (FUTURE) Case 4 

Load profile of the FCS located on a highway (FUTURE) Case 5 

Load profile of the FCS located at a workplace (FUTURE) Case 6 

Contracted power in the on-peak billing period [kW] P1 

Contracted power in the shoulder billing period [kW] P2 

Contracted power in the off-peak billing period [kW] P3 

Electricity consumed during the on-peak billing period [kWh] E1 

Electricity consumed during the shoulder billing period [kWh] E2 

Electricity consumed during the off-peak billing period [kWh] E3 
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Limitations 

Before getting into the description of the results, it is important to remind the reader that this thesis project 

aims at investigating the economic impact that an ESS made of second-life batteries would have on the 

capital and operational costs of a FCS. Therefore, only those costs depending on whether an ESS is installed 

or not are considered. On the other hand, those expenses that a potential FCS’s owner would have to pay 

regardless the implementation of an ESS such as the cost of the fast-chargers, the installation and labor 

costs, the O&M cost of the system, the licenses and eventually others are not considered. In fact, this study 

is not a technical sizing of a charging infrastructure and should not be interpreted as such. The sizes of the 

system elements represent the outputs of the mathematical model (mathematical optimum) and does not 

include any security factor. The economic analysis is conducted by assuming that the charging demand does 

not vary from one day to another and should only be used as a tool to evaluate if and to what extent the 

implementation of an ESS into a FCS considering the six charging demand scenarios and the analyzed 

electricity tariff brings along economic benefits.  

Case 1 – Urban (Present) 

Results from simulating Case 1 are already very promising. The optimization algorithm indicates that an 

ESS with a 38.6 kWh rated capacity is beneficial for the FCS as it allows for reducing the annual expenses 

of approximately 13.62%. Table 24 displays the main results obtained from the simulation. With the working 

cycle shown in Figure 22, the battery pack is expected to last 12 years before losing an additional 20% of its 

capacity. This is mainly due to the low mean C-rate (0.77) at which the cells discharge the electricity, which 

does not even reach the unit. The average SOC (64%) is, on the contrary, one of the highest, as it will be 

shown in the next cases. The maximum DOD (60%) is defined with the minimum SOC preset as input 

parameter; therefore, it will be the same for all cases and no further comments will be added. These 

parameters are used to adapt the base case aging factor to the operating cycles of the battery, which is then 

multiplied by the annual energy discharged by it to obtain the capacity loss and finally the expected lifetime. 

Therefore, when dividing the amount of energy the ESS discharges per year by its rated capacity, it is 

obtained an equivalent number of working cycles reflecting the utilization in energy terms of the ESS, 

respect to its size. With a 325.7 equivalent working cycles per year, Case 1 shows the longest expected 

lifetime together with Case 6.  

Table 24 – Main results from the simulation of Case 1 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  12 years 38.6 - 482.5 - 

Converter  15 years 30.1 - 1,004.4 - 

P1  - 21.5 50.40 874.7 2,052.84 

P2  - 21.5 50.40 524.8 1,231.70 

P3  - 8.6 35.83 140.2 583.66 

E1  - 5,044.5 6,791.55 553.8 745.58 

E2  - 17,256.3 19,956.68 1,519.7 1,757.58 

E3 - 11,183.9 4595.72 698.1 286.86 

Grid connection  15 years 29.3 52.08 87.6 155.73 

Total - / / 5,885.8 6,813.95 
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As shown in Figure 22, the recharge of the ESS occurs at night when the electricity is cheaper and at low 

power. As soon as the first EV is plugged in, the ESS assists the power grid to provide the quick charge, 

reducing considerably the demanded power from the electrical network in all billing periods. The 44 

modules connected in series and composing the ESS are recharged between one EV charge and another  in 

order to have enough energy to support the electrical grid when the next EV is plugged in. This strategy 

allows for reducing P1 and P2 of a 57.4% and P3 of a 76%, which in turn brings savings of around 2,328.4 

€ per year. When looking at the benefits coming from the demand shift service provided by the ESS, the 

situation is not as beneficial. In the first place, despite a portion of the electricity is purchased during off-

peak periods at a lower price, that electricity needs to be stored inside the ESS and part of it is inevitably 

loss due to the power converter inefficiency and to the non-ideal charging and discharging processes. 

However, when this occurs by taking advantage of the different price between two billing periods, it is 

beneficial for the FCS, reducing the energy cost. However, in some cases, reducing the peak power demand 

from the grid requires the system to purchase, store and use electricity in the same billing period. With no 

price difference and considering the inefficiencies of the storing process, this energy management strategy 

generates economic losses. A clear example is the first EV charge happening in P3 (see Figure 22, before 

8:00). In this case, the system fully recharges the ESS before the vehicle is plugged in, purchasing electricity 

in P3. In order to lower the peak power demand in the mentioned period, the system uses the ESS to meet 

part of the EV power demand. In this way, the contracted power is reduced indeed, as shown in Table 24 

(Optimization – P3), but some economic losses are also produced. Nonetheless, when looking at the bigger 

picture, the balance is slightly positive and this system design is able to save 18.4 €/year on energy cost, 

which, however, are far from being a source of savings able to justify the implementation of an ESS. The 

utilization of the battery respect to the annual energy demand is the highest compared to the other five cases 

supplying 40% of the annual energy demand; nonetheless, storing electricity requires to draw 6.8% more 

energy.  

 

Figure 22 – Case 1. Power flow diagram16: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the 
second half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day  

Case 2 – Highway (Present) 

                                                      
16 It should be reminded that the simulation algorithm considers the two days as independent from one another thanks 
to the constraints explained in 6.3.1. However, the algorithm is built in such a way that it simulates both days, one after 
another, allowing to obtain a global optimal solution.  
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Case 2 is the worst in terms of economic benefits leading to a mere 1.9% savings. The ESS with a 17.8 kWh 

capacity discharges electricity at a higher C-rate (1 C) respect to previous case and its presence allows for 

decreasing the contracted power in both P1 and P2 of around 17 kW. Compared to Case 1, the mean 

working SOC (58%) is lower, the ESS is utilized more and the DOD at each discharge is higher as shown 

in Figure 23. Under these working conditions and considering that the battery goes through 533 equivalent 

cycles per year, the ESS is expected to last approximately 7 years. 

Table 25 – Main results from the simulation of Case 2 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  7 years 17.8 - 380.6 - 

Converter  15 years 18.4 - 613.7 - 

P1  - 32.9 50.62 1,341.5 2,061.5 

P2  - 33.9 50.62 829.9 1,236.9 

P3  - 1 0.00 15.7 0.00 

E1  - 7,026.4 9,416.46 771.3 1,033.7 

E2  - 38,231.9 37,043.45 3,367.0 3,262.4 

E3 - 2,814.0 0.00 175.6 0.00 

Grid connection  15 years 35.9 52 107.3 155.73 

Total - / / 7,605.9 7,750.3 

The reason why the installation of an ESS brings such low benefits could be attributed to the characteristics 

of both the load profile and the specific cost of the system elements. As displayed in Table 20, three charges 

out of five are Tesla Model S 90D adapted to 50 kW. A worth mentioning feature of its charging profile is 

that it is flatter respect to the other two models (the three of them reaches 50 kW) and that the variation of 

the power demand is more moderate. In other words, this means that the peak power demand lasts longer 

and therefore it would be necessary an ESS with a higher capacity in order to considerably decrease the peak 

power drawn from the grid. This system design permits to decrease the contracted power P1 and P2 of 

34.9% and 32.9% respectively, but requires to slightly increase P3 in order to enable the recharge of the ESS 

at night. This brings economic savings of around 1,111.3 €/year. In this case, the demand shift application 

is not effective at all. On the contrary, it produces negative effects since the system needs to draw more 

electricity in the shoulder period (E2) in order to reduce the contracted power (P2), which similar to the 

previous case, generates economic losses increasing in this case the total energy cost. In other words, it is 

necessary to spend 17.9 € more per year for the electricity purchase respect to the case with no ESS. This 

phenomenon is even more evident in Case 3.  

When looking at the power flow diagram in Figure 23, it is interesting to highlight the different optimal control 
control strategies in the two days (winter and summer). In the first case from 00:00 to 24:00, between the last two quick 
last two quick charges (dashed red line), the ESS is rapidly recharged before 18:00, when the on-peak period starts, in 
starts, in order to avoid the purchase of electricity at a higher price. In second half, between the last two EV charges, 

charges, the system slowly recharge the ESS since the on-peak period has passed already (P1 from 11:00 to 15:00, to see 
15:00, to see periods distribution refer to  

Table 5) and electricity price is constant until the end of the day. This proves that the algorithm adequately 

responds to the tariff structure.  
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Figure 23 – Case 2. Power flow diagram: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the second 

half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day. For legend, see Table 15 

Case 3 – Workplace (Present) 

Results from simulating the last present case consisting of a FCS located at a work site show better 

conditions for a potential integration of an ESS respect to Case 2 but slightly worse if compared to Case 1. 

The optimal capacity of the ESS calculated with the algorithm is equal to 26.7 kWh corresponding to 31 

modules connected in series and allowing for 10.2% annual savings. Similar to Case 2, the battery expected 

lifetime reaches only 8 years due to the demanding working cycles the ESS performs as shown in Figure 24. 

The rate at which the cells discharge the electricity is equal to 1.3 C - reaching the highest value so far – 

while the average operating SOC is the lowest (50%). The ESS covers 39% of the annual energy demand 

(32,958.6 kWh) of which 6.7% is lost due to the conversion process. Under these working conditions, the 

ESS, which performs 482 annual equivalent working cycles, loses 20% of its capacity in approximately 8 

years. 

Table 26 – Main results from the simulation of Case 3 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  8 years 26.7 - 500.5 - 

Converter  15 years 36.7 - 1,223.8 - 

P1  - 8.9 42.4 363.7 1,728.8 

P2  - 27.6 50.4 674.8 1,231.7 

P3  - 8.9 42.4 145.5 691.5 

E1  - 1,076.8 3,212.2 118.2 352.6 

E2  - 28,033.3 24,343.3 2,468.9 2,143.9 

E3 - 6,040.2 5,403 377 337.3 

Grid connection  15 years 29.8 52 89.2 155.7 

Total - / / 5,961.6 6,641.6 
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All contracted powers are drastically reduced thanks to the presence of the ESS. Particularly, P1 and P3 are 

decreased of 79% while P2 is reduced of 45% allowing a potential FCS owner to save up to 2,468 € per 

year. Similar to what described in Case 2, reducing the contracted powers produces also some economic 

losses. Overall, the energy cost increases of 130 €/year, mostly due to the higher amount of electricity that 

is necessary to buy in the shoulder period, as shown in Table 26.  

 
Figure 24 – Case 3. Power flow diagram: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the second 

half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day. For legend, see Table 15 

Case 4 – Urban (Future) 

When analyzing a possible future urban scenario in which a FCS has two charging spots offering the 

possibility to recharge two EVs simultaneously, the introduction of an ESS loses effectiveness compared to 

Case 1, with economic savings dropping to 8.5%. The ESS optimal capacity reaches 45.8 kWh, which is the 

highest among all cases, and is mainly used to decrease the contracted power. The average discharging 

current of each cell is 16.2 A, which in terms of C-rate is equal to 0.83 C, while the average working SOC is 

equal to 63%. Considering these operating conditions and the 391 annual equivalent working cycles, each 

cell loses around 0.4 Ah per year and the ESS is expected to last around 10 years.  

Table 27 – Main results from the simulation of Case 4 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  10 years 45.8 - 686.9 - 

Converter  15 years 37.5 - 1,250.1 - 

P1  - 42.2 78.2 1,718.2 3,184.7 

P2  - 44.5 80.6 1,089 1,968.8 

P3  - 8.2 35.8 134.2 583.6 

E1  - 8,708 13,578 955.9 1,490.6 

E2  - 44,725.7 44,514 3,940 3,920.3 

E3 - 12,303 4,595.7 767.9 286.8 

Grid connection  15 years 67.85 103.8 202.8 310.5 

Total - / / 10,748.7 11,745.5 
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Figure 25 – Case 4. Power flow diagram: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the second 

half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day. For legend, see Table 15 

Similar to the previous cases, the major source of economic benefits comes from the reduction of the peak 

power demand in the three periods. In particular, the ESS allows for reducing P1, P2 and P3 of 46%, 44.7% 

and 77% respectively saving up 2,795.7 €/year. The bigger ESS capacity allows to considerably decrease the 

purchase of electricity in P1 (4,870 kWh less in the case with ESS), which brings savings of around 534 

€/year. However, the system inefficiencies makes it necessary to purchase a significantly higher amount of 

electricity in P3 (7,707 kWh), minimizing the benefits of demand shift. Results prove again that the reduction 

of the contracted power can also generate consistent economic losses. From Figure 25, it can be noticed 

that the ESS is only used to limit the power drawn from the grid. In fact, the EV recharge happening in the 

winter day at around 14:00 is met completely with the electrical grid and the ESS is not used at all. The 

reason why the ESS does not support the grid can be attributed to a combined effect of the tariff structure, 

the load profile and the inefficiencies of the system. In the first place, that EV recharge occurs right the 

middle of the shoulder period (remember that P2 in winter goes from 8:00 to 18:00) in which the electricity 

price is constant until 18:00 and then increases. Secondly, the peak power demanded by that EV (Peugeot 

Ion) is 46 kW and the small size of the EV battery makes its recharge process quick17. Looking at the 

complete load profile, it can be noticed that, in summer, most charges are concentrated in the shoulder 

period, making it necessary to contract 44.5 kW in P2. Considering that the metering of the power demand 

is done on a 15-minutes basis, and that, as soon as some electricity goes through the ESS part of it is lost, it 

makes no sense to use the ESS at all as the grid is able to provide the required power without neither 

generating energy losses nor increasing the contracted power.  

Case 5 – Highway (Future) 

Interestingly, coupling an ESS with a FCS considering a future charging request on highways is able to 

generate more savings respect to a present situation (Case 2). A battery with 34.7 kWh and an inverter with 

a 37.7 kW rated power are able to save up 4.6% of the expenses of a FCS respect to the case with no ESS. 

The rate at which the ESS discharge power is slightly higher than the unit while the average working SOC 

(57%) is a little higher than 50%. The relatively low demanding operating cycles and the lower utilization 

(389 annual equivalent working cycles) of the ESS extend the lifetime of the automotive cells of additional 

10 years.  

 

 

                                                      
17 Charge duration is only 26 minutes and the power demand is higher than 40 kW for only 7 minutes 
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Table 28 – Main results from the simulation of Case 5 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  10 years 34.7 - 521.1 - 

Converter  15 years 37.7 - 1,255.9 - 

P1  - 50.1 86.3 2,042 3,515.2 

P2  - 51.3 87.5 1,253.9 2,138 

P3  - 1.9 0.00 30.7 0.00 

E1  - 25,389 29,662 2,787.2 3,256.3 

E2  - 64,331.9 63,257.5 5,665.7 5,571.1 

E3 - 5,503.8 0.00 343.5 0.00 

Grid connection  15 years 58.1 94.34 173.9 282.1 

Total - / / 14,074.2 14,762.6 

In this case, the ESS is more effective in decreasing the contracted power in P1 and P2 respect to Case 2 

and the reason lies on the characteristics of the load profile. Recalling the discussion exposed for Case 2 in 

which the peak power demand lasts longer on average due to the higher number of Tesla requesting a 

charge, in this case, the peak power demand is generated when two EVs are plugged in simultaneously. This 

situation is created by considering that one of the two EVs charging at the station is a Tesla and the other 

is randomly chosen between the other two available models. It is also considered that the peak powers of 

the charging curve do not occur exactly at the same moment but with a little delay. The resulting peak power 

demand lasts shorter and can be reduced with a reasonably small battery capacity.  

 
Figure 26 – Case 5. Power flow diagram: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the second 

half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day. For legend, see Table 15 

Results show that the contracted power P1 and P2 can be reduced of 41.9% and 41.3%, respectively, being 

that the major and only source of economic profits as in the previous cases. The purchase of electricity 

during off-peak period brings almost negligible savings (30 €/year).  
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Case 6 – Workplace (Future) 

The implementation of an ESS in Case 6 shows good results achieving savings of 11.47% respect to the 

case with no ESS. An interesting feature of the considered load profile is that most charges happen in the 

shoulder hours, as shown in Table 29 by the extremely high amount of energy drawn in that period (E2). 

The ESS with a 42.5 kWh rated capacity takes on again the role of peak shaver, reducing the contracted 

power in all periods and saving 3,203.9 € per year (the highest so far). Average C-rate and working SOC are 

1 C and 53% respectively, extending the lifetime of the automotive cells to 12 extra years. In terms of energy 

supply, it barely covers 20% of the annual energy demand despite its considerable capacity. In fact, looking 

at Figure 27, it can be noticed that the battery is used mostly to decrease the two highest power peaks while 

it is barely utilized in the other occasions.  

Table 29  – Main results from the simulation of Case 6 

Design parameter 
Expected 

Lifetime 

Value [kW] or [kWh] Annual cost [€/year] 

Optimization No ESS Optimization No ESS 

Battery  12 years 42.5 - 530.9 - 

Converter  15 years 44.7 - 1,489 - 

P1  - 1.8 37.5 72.1 1,529.1 

P2  - 50 92.8 1,221 2,269 

P3  - 7.7 50.6 125.6 824.2 

E1  - 65.5 1,759.2 7.2 193.1 

E2  - 60,275.8 59,175.9 5,308.5 5,211.6 

E3 - 7,804.5 4,982.2 487.2 311 

Grid connection  15 years 60.5 102.1 181 305.4 

Total - / / 9,422.5 10,643.5 

 

 
Figure 27 – Case 6. Power flow diagram: The first half (00:00 – 24:00) corresponding to a typical winter day; the second 

half (24:00 – 48:00) corresponding to a typical summer day 

It is interesting to notice the differences between the first and the second half of Figure 27, which 

correspond to the control strategy for a typical winter and summer day, respectively. By looking at the SOC 

profile, it can be noted that while in winter the ESS is charged up to 80% before the afternoon peak power 
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demand, in summer it is not. Clearly, the algorithm tries to avoid drawing electricity during P1 because of 

the high cost of both the contracted power and the electricity. So, in winter when the on-peak period goes 

from 18:00 to 22:00, the last EV arrives at the station exactly when it begins. This forces the system to 

recharge enough energy in the ESS before 18:00 in order to meet the energy demand almost only with the 

battery. This situation does not happen in summer due to the different distribution of the billing periods 

and the last EV charges of the day are met mainly with the grid.  

8.3 Sensitivity analysis 

When carefully analyzing the simulation results, it should be noticed that some input parameters to the 

model have a considerable economic impact. Specifically, the high specific cost of the power converter 

could represent a barrier for a further reduction of the contracted power since it limits the maximum 

discharging current of the ESS. Similarly, the uncertainties regarding the specific cost of second-life batteries 

leave space for further investigating how lower prices would affect the profitability of their reuse in FCS. 

Finally, it could be interesting to investigate if different electricity prices would make demand shift service 

a source of economic profits. 

8.3.1 Specific cost of the power converter 

To assess to what extent the specific cost of the bidirectional power converter influences the viability of 

introducing an ESS is conducted a sensitivity analysis. Its impact is evaluated by setting its cost to 330 €/kW 

in the first set of simulations and to 160 €/kW in the second one corresponding to a 34% and a 68% 

reduction approximately. All six Cases are simulated, however, only the most relevant results are reported 

hereinafter in order not to make the discussion excessively long. As expected, all Cases show consistent 

improvements in the potential savings, increasing the cost effectiveness of the storage system. The most 

interesting results are obtained from Case 1 and Case 2 and are therefore described in more details.  To 

simplify the discussion, the results obtained by setting the specific cost of the power converter to 330 €/kW 

and to 160 €/kW are referred as to Conv.330 and Conv.160 respectively, while the case with the initial 

inverter cost is called Conv.500.   

Case 1 – Urban (present) under Conv.160 and Conv.330 

What is surprisingly interesting of Case 1 is the tremendous increase of the ESS capacity in both Conv.330 

and Conv.160. Referring to the ESS capacity in Table 24, a 34% reduction of the inverter cost leads to a 

94% increase of the battery size in the first case. Even more interesting is the huge battery size calculated in 

Conv.160, which respect to Conv.330 is increased of an additional 162% as depicted in Table 30. Likewise, 

the expected lifetime is extended to 16 years in Conv.330 and to 27 years in Conv.160. In both cases, what 

influences the most the expected lifespan of the battery is the ratio between the rated capacity of the battery 

and the energy processed by it, defined as the equivalent number of cycles to failure. Therefore, the values 

obtained by dividing the annual energy discharged by the ESS by its rated capacity18 in Conv.160, Conv.330 

and Conv.500 are 154.5, 258.7 and 325.7 respectively. This clearly confirms that a bigger battery size does 

not necessarily mean a higher utilization. On the contrary, in all simulated cases, this ratio grows indicating 

that the batteries with smaller capacity perform more equivalent working cycles per year, resulting in a 

shorter rest of useful life.   

Table 30 – Main results obtained from the sensitivity analysis done on the specific cost of the power converter: Case 1 
under Conv.160 and Conv.330 

Design 

parameter 

Value [kW] or [kWh] or [years] Annual cost [€/year] 

Conv. 160 Conv. 330 No ESS Conv. 160 Conv. 330 No ESS 

ESS capacity 195.4 74.7 - 1,085.8 700,4 - 

ESS lifetime 27 16 - - - - 

                                                      
18 This value corresponds to the number of equivalent cycles the ESS perform each year and therefore, to a higher 
value corresponds a greater utilization. 
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Converter  53 39.9 - 565.5 878.8 - 

P1  0.2 12 50.40 10 490.9 2,052.84 

P2  0.4 12 50.40 9.3 294.5 1,231.70 

P3  12.3 8.4 35.83 201 137 583.66 

E1  90.5 4,459.6 6,791.55 9.9 489.6 745.58 

E2  366.2 13,538 19956.68 32.25 1,192.3 1757.58 

E3 36,029.5 16,638.3 4595.72 2,249 1,038.6 286.86 

Grid conn.  12.3 16.3 52.08 37 48.7 155.73 

Total / / / 4,199.6 5,270.8 6,813.95 

It can be noticed from the SOC profile in Figure 28 that the ESS is mostly charged overnight (from 00:00 

to 8:00) taking advantage of the lower electricity price. During the day, only little energy, mainly between 

one EV charge and another, is injected into the battery. In all previous cases, the ESS is mainly used to 

reduce the contracted power despite it requires to increase the expenses for the purchase of electricity19. 

The different control strategy displayed in Figure 28 has several effects. In the first place, the smaller SOC 

variation and the lower average C-rate have a positive impact on the battery lifetime, reducing the stress on 

the cells. These conditions together with the lower number of equivalent cycles performed by the ESS per 

year leads to an increase of the expected lifetime. Secondly, the amount of electricity drawn in P1 and P2 

drastically decreases, maximizing the reduction of the contracted power and improving the demand shift 

service provided by the ESS. Conv.160 is in fact the first case in which the system takes advantage of the 

lower electricity price in P3 to generate significant profits. With this system design, it is possible to save 

around 500 €/year on the electricity expenses by shifting the most of the energy purchase to off-peak times. 

In addition, the reduction of the contracted power in P1, P2 and P3 generates 3,647.9 € additional savings 

per year leading to a total of 38.4% cost reduction respect to the case with no ESS.  

 
Figure 28 – Power flow diagram obtained from simulating Case 1 with Conv.160 

In conclusion, the lower cost of the power converter increases the maximum power that can be discharged 

by the ESS. This, in turn, permits to install a bigger ESS to supply that higher power for longer time. In 

addition, a bigger battery allows the system to shift most of the energy withdrawal from the grid to off-peak 

times and to minimize the contracted power P1 and P2.  

                                                      
19 It has been demonstrated that purchasing electricity in P2 and using it in P1 generates economic losses due to system 
inefficiencies and small electricity price difference. In the previous simulations, the algorithm preferred to implement 
this strategy in order to reduce the contracted power as much as possible despite it produced economic losses 
sometimes.  
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Case 2 – Highway (present) under Conv.160 and Conv.330 

When looking at the main results from simulating Case 1 with the lower power converter specific costs (see 

Table 31), clearly Conv.160 is the most interesting to analyze. In fact, while results from Conv.330 are very 

similar to what is obtained in Case 2 considering the original inverter cost, Conv.160 shows a tremendous 

increase in the potential economic savings (19,6% compared to the mere 4.9% of Conv.330 and the 1.9% 

of Conv.500). In Conv.330, the specific converter cost is still too high for allowing the system to 

considerably reduce the contracted power, especially when recalling the more energy intense peculiarity of 

this load profile. In fact, similar to what has been addressed in the previous section, to significantly decrease 

the peak power demand from the grid requires the ESS to supply high power for longer time compared to 

Case 1 and Case 3 given the higher mean energy charged per session. Therefore, a high specific converter 

cost limits the maximum power the ESS can supply and consequently its energy requirements. On the other 

hand, in Conv.160, converter size is increased to 53 kW, which similar to the previous case represents the 

biggest it can get considering that the maximum power demand is equal to 50 kW approximately, and allows 

the system to meet the power demand of any EV recharge with only the ESS. In the same way, the battery 

capacity is maximized in order to almost avoid any energy draw from the grid in P1, as displayed in Table 

31, column Conv.160. Nevertheless, it should be reminded that such ESS capacity is necessary because only 

40% of its energy can be used since the minimum and maximum SOC are set to 40% and 80% respectively.  

Table 31 - Main results obtained from the sensitivity analysis done on the specific cost of the power converter: Case 1 
under Conv.160 and Conv.330 

Design 

parameter 

Value [kW] or [kWh] or [years] Annual cost [€/year] 

Conv. 160 Conv. 330 No ESS Conv. 160 Conv. 330 No ESS 

ESS capacity 111.1 21.2 - 793.3 454.8 - 

ESS lifetime 21 7 - - - - 

Converter  53 22.9 - 564.8 504 - 

P1  0.3 28.6 50.62 12.7 1,165.8 2,061.5 

P2  25.3 31.4 50.62 619.1 767.4 1,236.9 

P3  6 1.15 0.00 98.2 18.7 0.00 

E1  282.8 7,155 9,416.46 31 758.5 1,033.7 

E2  32,321 37,743.8 37,043.45 2,846.5 3,324.1 3,262.4 

E3 17,594.9 3,362.6 0.00 1,098.3 209.9 0.00 

Grid conn.  28.2 35.9 52 84.2 139 155.73 

Total / / / 6,148.3 7,369.3 7,750.3 
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Figure 29 – Power flow diagram obtained from simulating Case 2 with Conv.160 

To explain why such long lifetime is expected can be done the same discussion as in the previous case. That 

is, to a bigger battery size corresponds less equivalent working cycles per year. In Conv.500 and Conv.330, 

the ESS perform 533.1 and 498.5 equivalent cycles per year leading to a similar value20 of expected lifetime 

(7 years) while, in Conv.160, that number drops to 197.7 and therefore a longer rest of useful life should be 

expected (21 years). Moreover, the average C-rate is 0.5 C in Conv.160, which is half the value of the other 

two cases Conv.330 and Conv.500. Interesting of Figure 29 is the SOC profile of the ESS. The bigger battery 

maximizes the purchase of electricity during the off-peak period and limits the energy draws from the grid 

during the on-peak period to the minimum. It can be noticed that in both winter and summer, the EV 

charge occurring during P121 is almost completely met with the ESS. With this ESS capacity, the system is 

able to considerably decrease the expenses on electricity purchase, taking advantage of the lower energy 

price during P3 and saving around 322 €/year.  

8.3.2 Battery price influence 

According to what explained in the section Literature review, the specific cost of repurposed batteries is still 

an unknown variable. Nevertheless, different studies have defined similar price ranges considering mainly 

the collection and rehabilitation costs. Under these uncertainties, it could be interesting to evaluate how 

different specific costs affect the profitability of their reuse in FCSs. Therefore, according to the price ranges 

described in the literature, a sensitivity analysis considering a 33% and a 66% cost reduction of the battery 

specific cost is conducted. The same methodology used to refer to the simulation cases in the previous 

section is applied here. Therefore, Batt.50, Batt.100 and Batt.150 will refer to the simulation performed with 

the ESS cost equal to 50 €/kWh, 100 €/kWh and 150 € kWh respectively. As Batt.150 represents the case 

with the original battery cost, its results are not displayed again and the case is used only for comparison 

with the others.  

Case 1 under Batt.100 and Batt.50 shows impressive results. With just a 33% reduction of the battery cost 

(Batt.100), the economic profits are maximized thanks to the installation of a big sized ESS (190 kWh), 

reaching 25.8% savings. The size of the power converter (51.8 kW) is taken slightly higher than the peak 

power demand. With this combination, the contracted power in P1 and P2 is already reduced to less 1 kW, 

                                                      
20 The exact values of expected lifetime calculated at each iteration are decimals; however, as the economic analysis is 
done on annual basis, they are rounded to the closest integer. Therefore, although the ESS expected lifetime displayed 
in the tables might coincide in some cases, its exact value might be slightly different.  
21 In winter (first half of the x-axis), it corresponds to the last charge; in summer (second half), it corresponds to the 
second of the day  
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maximizing the related economic profits. In addition, the electricity purchase is mostly concentrated 

overnight bringing additional 484 €/year savings. Results from Batt.50 are nearly the same and the additional 

economic savings (31.4% in total) are obtained thanks to the reduced specific cost of the ESS.  

Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 show a similar response to the battery price variation. In all cases, a 33% battery 

cost reduction only brings small improvements in the potential savings achieving 3.7%, 15.3% and 12.7 % 

respectively22. Overall, results in all cases from simulating Batt.100 are not significantly better than Batt.150. 

On the other hand, a further 33% price reduction generates impressively good results in all cases, as shown 

in Table 32. In Case 2 and 3, the significantly higher ESS capacity brings down the contracted power in P1 

and P2 to values smaller than 1 kW. Electricity purchase during on-peak and shoulder periods is drastically 

reduced thanks to the big ESS size, which allows the system to concentrate the energy draw during night.  

Table 32 – Main results obtained from simulating Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 with Batt.100 and Batt.50. 

Design 

parameter 

Case 2 [kWh] or [kW] Case 3 [kWh] or [kW] Case 4 [kWh] or [kW] 

Batt.50 Batt.100 Batt.50 Batt.100 Batt.50 Batt.100 

ESS capacity  341.90 23.00 218.25 47.31 244.68 84.06 

ESS Lifetime 30 7 29 10 25 12 

Converter  52.9 21.8 51.3 36.7 65 52.1 

P1  0.3 29.6 0.9 8.9 18.5 28.1 

P2  0.3 30.1 1.3 16.3 23.4 30.8 

P3  18.5 1.25 12.7 8.9 15.0 8.2 

E1  28.5 7,223.5 51.4 529.4 1,174.0 6774.3 

E2  427.7 37,712.3 1,187.8 26,505.3 24,430.5 42260.2 

E3 54,163 3,643.3 36,962 9,226.5 43,701 18365.3 

Grid conn.  18.5 32.5 12.7 16.8 41.3 53.8 

Of particular interest is the power flow diagram obtained from Case 2 under Batt.50, displayed in Figure 30. 

As it could be expected by looking at the results in Table 32, the ESS is recharged only at night and nearly 

all the EVs energy demand is supplied  by it. This is also confirmed by comparing the daily energy demand 

of Case 2 (see Table 20), equal to 122.37 kWh/day, and usable capacity of ESS (136.76 kWh). As expected 

the usable energy of the ESS is slightly higher since part of the energy going from the battery to the load is 

lost due to the passage through the converter and ESS discharging inefficiency. Shifting the electricity 

purchase completely at night allows savings of 875 €/year, which is the highest value obtained so far. 

Likewise, in Case 3 and 4, benefits from the demand shift service are also consistent reaching 416 €/year 

and 689.5 €/year respectively.  

                                                      
22 In case Batt.150, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 achieved 1.9% and 10.2% and 8.5% savings respect to the case with no 
ESS. These values are very close to the ones obtained from Batt.100. indicating that a 33% battery price reduction is 
not enough to enable considerably higher savings, which on the other hand happen with Batt.50. 
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Figure 30 – Power flow diagram obtained from simulating Case 2 with Batt.50 

Case 5 and 6 do not respond in the same way to battery price variation showing smaller savings increase. 

Main benefits are obtained from the further reduction of the contracted powers while demand shift remains 

unprofitable. The reason is the same as the previous cases. That is, the algorithm tends to size the battery 

only to decrease the peak power drawn from the grid despite it requires purchasing more energy in P2, 

which subsequently generates economic losses.  

8.3.3 Electricity tariff investigation 

According to the results obtained so far, with the analyzed electricity tariff design, demand shift represents 

a relevant source of economic profits only in those cases where the specific cost of either the ESS or the 

power converter is low enough to permit the installation of a big battery (see section 8.3.1 and 8.3.2). In 

fact, it has been demonstrated that major savings are mostly achieved with the reduction of the contracted 

power and the algorithm seems to adapt the strategy to control the energy flows inside the FCS accordingly. 

Therefore, capacity charges are not investigated since they seem to be already effective in stimulating a 

potential FCS’s owner to reduce the contracted power in order to avoid excessive operational costs. Their 

values and their share distribution are displayed in Table 33. 

The main driver stimulating the implementation of a smart energy management system able to respond to electricity 
electricity price variations is the electricity price difference between the billing periods.  As described in the previous 

previous cases, it seems that these differences are not enough to incentivize the demand shift application. In fact, it is 
In fact, it is true that the recharge of the ESS overnight brings along economic benefits, however, when the recharge 

recharge and discharge of it occurs in the same billing period, it generates economic losses, as expected.  

Table 34 shows the structure of the analyzed electricity prices as well as their share distribution. Interestingly, the 
shares are distributed differently respect to the capacity charges with the difference between electricity prices being 

less accentuated. The last two columns on the right of  

Table 34 show two simple examples. Starting from the left, the first represents the cost associated with 

purchasing 1 kWh in the on-peak period and the cost associated with shifting the purchase of that kWh in 

the shoulder and off-peak period considering the use of an ESS with an overall efficiency of 85%23. When 

shifting the energy purchase in the shoulder period, savings only account for 5.5% while, when energy 

demand is moved to the off-peak hours, savings achieve 33.1%. The last column displays the situation in 

which the electricity purchase is moved from the shoulder to the off-peak period; this allows to save 16.6%. 

                                                      
23 This value also corresponds to the overall efficiency of the ESS and power converter combined (0.964). 
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Simulation results have shown that these price differences are probably the reason why the ESS is not used 

to shift the energy purchase to off-peak periods. During the investigation, different designs were simulated, 

however, only the most interesting one, which is displayed in Table 35, is discussed hereinafter.  

Table 33 – Capacity charges of the analyzed tariff and their related share over the total 

Billing period Capacity charge [€/kW] Shares 

On-peak (1) 41,95 50% 

Shoulder (2) 25,17 30% 

Off-Peak (3) 16,78 20% 

Total 83.9 100% 

 

Table 34 – Electricity prices of the analyzed tariff design and potential related savings under demand shift 

Billing period Electricity price[€/kWh] Shares (1) to (2) & (3) (2) to (3) 

On-peak (1) 0.10978 42.2% 0.1097 - 

Shoulder (2) 0.08807 33.8% 0.1037 0.08807 

Off-Peak (3) 0.06242 24.0% 0.07349 0.07349 

Total 0.26027 100% - - 

 

Table 35 – Electricity prices of the new tariff design and potential related savings under demand shift 

Billing period Electricity cost [€/kWh] Shares (1) to (2) & (3) (2) to (3) 

On-peak (1) 0.13013 50% 0.1301 - 

Shoulder (2) 0.07808 30% 0.0919 0.07808 

Off-Peak (3) 0.05205 20% 0.0613 0.0613 

Total 0.26027 100% - - 

The design of the new electricity prices is based on two concepts. In the first place, the new electricity prices 

should be able to promote the shift of the energy demand from the on-peak and the shoulder periods to 

the off-peak hours and therefore price differences are increased. Secondly, the new structure should not be 

too different from the real one and therefore it is decided to keep the sum of the three prices constant. 

Under these constraints, the values of the new electricity prices are chosen as to return the same share 

distribution of the capacity charges, as displayed in Table 35. With this design, shifting the demand from 

on-peak times to shoulder and to off-peak hours generates 16.3% and 44.2% savings respectively. Likewise, 

economic benefits from shifting the electricity purchase from the shoulder to the off-peak period are also 

enhanced reaching 21.5%.   

Results from simulating the six load profiles with the new electricity prices show a common positive trend. 

That is, in all cases both potential savings and ESS size increase. Case 2 and Case 6 are those with the lowest 

ESS capacity increase; the higher savings (3.14% and 12.92% respectively) are obtained thanks only to the 

new price structure. In fact, in Case 2, the energy cost balance passes from negative (-17.94 €/year) in the 

base case (see Results, Case 2) to positive (+70.8 €/year). In other words, in the original case, the installation 

of an ESS results in a higher energy cost respect to case with no battery, while, with the new electricity prices 

and the same battery and converter size, energy expenses are lower. On the other hand, the electricity 

expenses in Case 6 also improves but remains negative, meaning that the implementation of an ESS still 

brings small economic losses in terms of energy cost.  

The effect of demand shift is maximized in Case 1, 4 and 5 where the installation of an ESS reduces the 

energy cost of 157 €/year, 224.5 €/year and 345.9 €/year respectively. With the original electricity prices, 

those savings are barely positive reaching 18.4 €/year, 30.9 €/year and 34 €/year respectively. Particularly, 

in Case 1, the bigger ESS and its longer expected lifetime makes it possible for the system to shift a bigger 
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portion of the energy demand from the on-peak and shoulder hours to the off-peak period, which in turn 

allows to further reduce the contracted powers compared to the original case, as depicted in  Table 36. Case 

4 is particularly interesting because, with the new ESS capacity, the economic losses produced by the need 

to purchase, store and use electricity in the same billing period are drastically reduced. In fact, differently 

from the base case, the amount of electricity that has to be purchased in the shoulder period is less in the 

case with ESS. In Case 5, it seems that there is not enough difference between the billing electricity prices 

and it is still necessary to draw more energy in the shoulder period when the ESS is implemented.  

Table 36 – Main design parameters obtained by simulating Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5 with the new electricity prices 

Design 

parameter 

Case 1 [kWh] or [kW] Case 4 [kWh] or [kW] Case 5 [kWh] or [kW] 

Optimiz. No ESS Optimiz. No ESS Optimiz. No ESS 

ESS capacity  58.70 - 77.64 - 51.22 - 

ESS Lifetime 14 - 12 - 9 - 

Converter  35.75 - 50.13 - 46.12 - 

P1  16.09 50.40 30.06 78.2 42.04 86.3 

P2  16.09 50.40 32.44 80.6 43.21 87.5 

P3  8.65 35.83 8.24 35.8 2.78 0.00 

E1  4395.98 6,791.55 6,610. 13,578 23,802.7 29,662 

E2  15491.31 19,956.68 43,195 44,514 64,738.5 63,257.5 

E3 14265.61 4,595.72 17,348 4,595.7 8,114.5 0.00 

Grid conn.  18.77 52.08 55.73 103.8 50.07 94.34 

Interesting of Table 37 are the total costs obtained in the cases with no ESS, which in all six cases are lower 

respect to the base case. This situation should be expected with the modified electricity prices as electricity 

is more expensive during on-peak hours but cheaper in the other two. Therefore, when considering that 

most of the EV charges occur in the shoulder period, it is obvious that the energy cost decreases and so 

does the total cost.  

Table 37 – Main cost parameters obtained by simulating Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5 with the new electricity prices 

Cost 

parameter 

Case 1 [€/year] Case 4 [€/year] Case 5 [€/year] 

Optimiz. No ESS Optimiz. No ESS Optimiz. No ESS 

ESS  629 - 970.5 - 853.7  

Converter  1,191.5 - 1,671.1 - 1,537.2  

P1  655.2 2,052.8 1,224.5 3,184.67 1,712.14 3,515.25 

P2  393.1 1,231.7 792.7 1,968.85 1,056.02 2,137.88 

P3  140.9 583.7 134.3 583.66 45.27 - 

E1  572.1 883.8 860.2 1,766.99 3,097.57 3,860.11 

E2  1,209.5 1,558.2 3,372.73 3,475.70 5,054.84 4,939.21 

E3 742.6 239.2 903.05 239.23 422.39 - 

Grid conn.  56.1 155.7 166.62 310.52 149.71 282.08 

Total 5,590.1 6,705.2 10,095.67 11,529.6 13,928.8 14,734.5 
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8.4 Results discussion 

Overall, the implementation of an optimally sized ESS into a FCS has proven to be effective in reducing 

the expenses of the charging infrastructure. Simulation results enabled to identify how different input 

parameters affect the implementation of an ESS, made of second-life automotive cells, into a FCS.  

Load profile implications 

With the implemented optimization algorithm, it is only possible to evaluate whether the installation of an 

ESS is economically beneficial for a FCS’s owner under known load demands, which are in fact input 

parameters to the model. Therefore, the outcomes should be interpreted as insights on whether an ESS is 

able to reduce the annual costs under specific situations and should not be confounded neither with an 

optimal real-time control strategy nor with a precise sizing of a FCS. Simulation results are useful to identify 

what design and cost parameters influence the most the economic analysis. Clearly, when sizing any energy 

system, the load profile is the most important factor as the ratings of the system’s elements are calculated 

as to ensure that the demand is always (and reliably) met. The analysis of the results enabled to identify 

which features of the load demand should be taken into consideration when sizing a fast-charging 

infrastructure and a summary of them is given hereinafter.   

Although difficult to predict, the EV arrival distribution is of fundamental importance when planning the 

installation of an ESS. In fact, it gives useful insights on when the highest demand is to be expected and 

allows for preparing the system accordingly in order to minimize the expenses and to ensure reliability of 

supply. Ideally, relevant savings are obtained when both energy and power requirements during the on-peak 

period are reduced. In fact, a FCS with no ESS is obliged to contract the load peak power demand in at least 

the on-peak and the shoulder period (from 8.00 to 24.00) if the station’s owner wants to ensure that a high 

share of EVs arriving at the fast-charger are successfully recharged. When only few short charges occur 

during on-peak hours, a relatively small battery is enough to reduce considerably the contracted power, 

which would in turn maximize the economic profits.  

A first consideration should be done on the ability of an ESS to shave the peak power demand. Results have 

demonstrated that the viability of reducing it decreases with increasing mean energy charged per session. In 

fact, considering that the peak power demand is the same for all EV24, what determines the energy and 

power requirements of the ESS is the peak duration and the power variation of the load. In other words, 

with the current electricity tariff, what should be taken into account is the ratio between the peak power 

demand and the energy needs in each billing period. If a big portion of energy should be supplied at a 

relatively high power, the required ESS capacity increases, and so does its related cost. Therefore, in this 

situation, it might be more convenient, from the station’s owner perspective, not to install any ESS as even 

a small reduction of the contracted power might require a big battery. Clearly, reducing the peak power 

demand of the Tesla model S 90D requires a bigger ESS respect to the Peugeot Ion as the former is more 

energy intense and its power consumption profiles is flatter.  

Another important factor that should be briefly discussed is the distribution of the charges respect to the 

billing periods and respect to each other. When charges are long and close between each other, the reduction 

of the contracted power becomes less viable as there might not be enough time to recharge the ESS. This 

situation would require the installation of a bigger battery and would result in higher related total cost.  

Electricity tariff influence 

Another important parameter defining the extent to which ESS is profitable is the electricity tariff design. 

As results have shown, capacity charges represent a considerable cost in this application, as fast charging 

draws high power. In the first set of simulations, the main driver stimulating the integration of an ESS is 

the possibility to drastically reduce the contracted power in the shoulder and in the on-peak periods with a 

                                                      
24 This assumption is linked to the considered EV models and to the SOC level when they arrive at the charging 
infrastructure. Their charging power profile depends in fact on both the battery size and the initial SOC among other 
factors. 
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relatively small battery, despite in some cases it leads to an increase of energy cost. This last effect is 

generated when electricity is purchased, stored and used in the same billing period due to system 

inefficiencies and to the constant electricity price.  

Demand shifting does not represent a potential source of benefits with the analyzed electricity prices. The 

sensitivity analysis has demonstrated that the price difference between the billing periods might be the main 

cause. In fact, a higher price differentiation has proven to be effective in increasing the profitability of 

implementing an ESS. Simulation results with the new electricity prices show higher savings thanks to the 

installation of a bigger battery, which in turn improves the demand shifting application. Overall, economic 

losses produced by purchasing, storing and using electricity in the same billing period are no longer present 

in most cases and significantly reduced in the others. 

According to how the billing system works, the station’s owner has to decide the power level to contract in 

the billing periods. Clearly, to optimally select the power levels requires a profound analysis of the load 

demand, which in this situation might be difficult to conduct. Therefore, in such situations, the use of a 

smart energy management system would be beneficial, especially when coupled with an ESS. 

The distribution of the billing periods along the day also plays an important role as it defines the impact that 

different EV arrival distributions have on the potential savings. Interestingly to highlight is the different 

positioning of the on-peak period in winter and in summer and the different weight that each season has. 

In fact, the latter having a bigger number of days has a higher impact on the optimal solution. Therefore, 

this factor, which may not be so obvious, should be considered when contracting such tariff.  

The metering resolution seems to reflect effectively the power drawn from the grid, especially if compared 

to the hourly metering system implemented in Sweden for example. Overall, it is identified that the system 

tends to draw energy at high power when any EV is plugged in. Then, after few minutes, the power from 

the grid decreases in order to keep the 15-minutes average small and the ESS starts supplying electricity.  

Power converter specific cost 

In the first six simulations, it should be noticed that the annual cost of the power converter represents a 

considerable share of the total annual costs. The impact of its specific cost is therefore investigated with a 

sensitivity analysis and results prove that the considered cost is indeed a barrier for a potential ESS 

integration.  

In the first place, the converter size defines the maximim power that can go to or come from the battery. 

Obviously, the exent to which the ESS can reduce the power demad from the grid strongly depends the size 

of power converter and to its related specific cost. As expected, a lower price of the bidirectional inverter 

brings along significant improvements in terms of potential savings. The sensitivity analysis shows that the 

reduced specific cost allows to install a bigger power converter without increasing its related annual costs. 

This in turn produces several effects. The power drawn from the grid can be further reduced without 

significant increase in the annual costs. Consequently, it can be installed a bigger ESS able to meet a bigger 

portion of both the energy and power requirments of the load demand.  

Likewise, the higher capacity of the ESS allows for storing more energy during the off-peak period and to 

minmize the electricity purchase in the other two. Both the effect of demand shifting and peak shaving  is 

improved. Another effect of the bigger sized battery is that the operating conditions are less demanding 

since both the C-rate and the equivalenet number of working cycles per year decrease, extending the lifetime 

of the ESS and reducing its related annual cost.  

The highest savings (38.4%) among all simulations are obtained from simulating Case 1 with the power 

converter cost equal to 160 €/kW. 

Battery expected lifetime and Battery specific cost 

As expected, to a lower specific battery cost corresponds higher potential savings. A 33% cost reduction is 

enough to justify the installation of a big ESS (190 kWh) able to bring the contracted power in the on-peak 
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and the shoulder period down to almost zero. With such capacity, the battery is mostly recharged overnight 

and demand shifting is maximized. In the other cases, such cost reduction barely affect the simulation 

results. However, the next set of simulations decreasing the battery price to 50 €/kWh produses impressive 

results, especially in Case 2 , 3 and 4 where the battery size rapidly increases. The biggest ESS is obtained 

from Case 2 (341.9 kWh) in which almost all energy demand is shifted to the off-peak. The other two cases 

do not show particularly good results.  

What makes the size of the ESS grows so rapidly is not only the lower battery cost. In fact, the model seeks 

to minimize the annual expenses of the system and the battery annual cost is calculated by dividing the 

battery total cost by its expected lifetime. Therefore, when running the model, at each iteration the battery 

capacity increases, and so does its expected rest of useful life. The reason lies on the lower  number of 

annual equivalent working cycles and the less demanding operating conditions, which are not proportional 

to the battery increase. It should be mentioned, however, that the implemented methodology for calculating 

the battery lifespan is based on several assumptions, which certainly influence the validity of the results, and 

the iterarive process might lose accuracy in some cases. Nevertheless, the battery expected lifespan seems 

to take reasonble values, considering they battery is made of second-life automitve cells. It could be 

interesting in future works to include the battery degradation in the optimization algorithm or to use more 

accurate models to validate the results obtained in this particular thesis project.   
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 Conclusions 

 

This chapter concludes the thesis project, summarizing the work conducted and providing the reader 

with an overview of the author’s results interpretation. The most relevant findings obtained and 

profoundly addressed in the previous chapters are briefly discussed here together with some final 

considerations concerning future possible opportunities in the related fields. 

 

The development of this thesis should be understood as the result of the growing interest of automakers in 

the reuse of automotive batteries and of the need to reduce the expenses of EV fast-charging infrastructures. 

The project was commissioned by SEAT, the Spanish automaker, and supervised at KTH, the Swedish 

engineering and technology university. From the car manufacturer perspective, if automotive batteries 

demonstrate their suitability for a second life, they could represent an additional source of revenues. EV 

acceptance would benefit from it since the extra value of automotive cells can potentially lower the vehicle 

cost. Moreover, the environmental footprint would be mitigated since less batteries would be required to 

be manufactured, thus reducing both the consumption of the primary resources and the potential wastes. 

Similarly, the reduction of the expenses of fast-charging infrastructures is key to achieve their large 

deployment, which would once again stimulate EV acceptance.  

This project aims at answering the question on whether an ESS made of second-life batteries can effectively 

minimize the expenses of a FCS under the three charging demand scenarios where fast-chargers are most 

needed. As all investigations requires, the project started with an extensive review of relevant projects and 

studies with comparable objectives, which provided background information, state-of-the-art knowledge as 

well as methodological and theoretical approaches to the research problem. In line with previous 

publications, the problem was addressed with an optimization algorithm seeking to minimize capital and 

operational costs of the system and run on MATLAB. After analyzing the Spanish legislative framework 

concerning the electricity network access tariffs, the most suitable for a FCS was chosen. To estimate the 

expected lifetime of the battery pack was implemented a semi-empirical approach framed as an iterative 

process.  

Overall, considering the current price of both repurposed automotive batteries and power converter and 

the analyzed retail electricity tariff, coupling an EV FCS with an ESS brings along economic savings in all 

the studied cases. In brief, the highest benefits (13.62%) are obtained in the case of a single fast-charger 

located in a urban environment (Case 1) while the worst case for implementing an ESS corresponds to a 

single fast-charger located on a highway (Case 2), reaching only 1.9% savings. Other cases include a present 

a future scenario of a FCS located at a work site (Case 3 and Case 6, respectively) and a future scenario for 

both the urban (Case 4) and highway (Case 5) cases. Savings are calculated by comparing the annual expenses 

of the station with and without the presence of an ESS and are both evaluated in MATLAB.  

The main benefit of implementing an ESS is the reduction of the power drawn from the grid. More 

specifically, the power levels that a station’s owner should contract in the billing periods can be considerably 

reduced with the installation of a battery pack. The only case where the contracted power is slightly increased 

corresponds to the situation where no EV charges occur in the off-peak periods. In this case, the model 

calculates that the contracted power in such period is equal to zero (no need to draw electricity from the 

grid) when no ESS is installed while it should be increased with the presence of an ESS in order to allow 

the electricity purchase overnight. As previously mentioned, the main drivers for ESS integration are the 

high capacity charges (and obviously, the considerable power requirements of fast-chargers). The ability of 

the ESS to reduce the contracted power depends, however, on the ratio between the peak power demand 

and the energy demand. Ideally, the reduction of the contracted power is maximized when the average 
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power demand is small. In fact, with a relatively small battery capacity, it is possible to significantly reduce 

the contracted power and, with it, its related annual cost.  

Analyzing the simulation results also enabled to identify another interesting effect produced in some cases 

by the presence of the battery. That is, the algorithm selects a small battery capacity in order to keep its 

related cost low and choses to recharge it several times along the day (mainly between consecutive EV 

charges). This strategy allows for reducing considerably the contracted power without installing an 

excessively big ESS. However, when the electricity used to recharge the ESS is purchased and used in same 

billing period, the inefficiencies of the power converter and the non-ideal charging and discharging processes 

of the battery leads to economic losses. This is particularly evident in Case 3 (see Table 23 for reference) 

where the implementation of the ESS requires the system to purchase a significantly higher amount of 

electricity in the shoulder period. Evidently, the algorithm choses this control strategy because the benefits 

from the peak power reduction are higher than the losses produced with such strategy.  

The viability of installing an ESS made of second-life automotive cells strongly depends on its expected 

lifetime, especially when considering that the economic analysis is done on an annual basis and that the cells 

do not have the same performance and expected life as when they were new. Recently, much research has 

been focusing on how to predict the residual life of reused automotive cells and several complex 

methodologies have proposed. In this project, due to the limited time and resources, a semi-empirical 

method is implemented and the validity of the obtained results highly depends on the considered 

assumptions. Overall, results show that the battery expected lifetime is considerably shorter compared to 

typical values of brand-new ones. Nevertheless, it is long enough to make its reuse feasible in all cases. The 

worst result is obtained in Case 2 (present scenario of a fast-charger located on highways) where both the 

stressing operating conditions and the high number of equivalent working cycles per year limit the battery 

lifespan to only 7 years. Other values range between 8 and 12 years.   

The sensitivity analysis focused on evaluating the impact that three input parameters have on the viability 

of installing an ESS. The parameters were identified from the analysis of the simulation results. In the first 

place, it was noticed that the annual cost of the power converter covered a high share of the total expenses 

in all cases and its specific cost might represent a barrier for a further reduction of the contracted power 

levels. In fact, the high cost of the power converter limits the maximum power the ESS can supply. A 34% 

and 68% cost reduction confirmed this hypothesis and results demonstrated that its high price is indeed an 

obstacle limiting the effectiveness of the ESS to reduce the power demand from the grid. Particularly, with 

a 68% reduction, the algorithm choses a power converter with the same size of the peak power demand and 

increases tremendously the capacity of the battery pack. With such ratings, it is possible to maximize both 

the peak shaving and the demand shifting services. This effect is particularly evident in Case 1 and Case 2 

(see section: Specific cost of the power converter).  

The second parameter evaluated through the sensitivity analysis is the cost of the second-life batteries. The 

reason for choosing it lies on the uncertainties regarding the costs associated to the rehabilitation process. 

Results demonstrate that a 66% cost reduction enables the installation of a tremendously higher battery 

capacity in almost all cases. With such capacities, the benefits grow exponentially since, besides extremely 

decreasing the contracted power during the on-peak and shoulder period, the system is able to limit the 

purchase of electricity almost completely overnight, maximizing the effect of demand shifting. Particularly, 

in Case 2, almost all the energy demand is met by the ESS. Finally, electricity prices were selected as the 

third parameter requiring a deeper analysis. The decision was guided by the uneconomical control strategy 

the algorithm chose in some cases to decrease the contracted powers. It was assumed that the electricity 

price difference between the billing periods was not enough to justify the investment to install a bigger 

battery. Therefore, the design of the electricity price structure was modified. With the new design, the 

algorithm responded as expected and the size of the ESS increased in all cases. Consequently, the energy 

cost dropped as result of the increased amount of electricity purchased during the off-peak period and the 

lower amount purchased in the other two periods. 
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Despite it has not been addressed in this project, reducing the peak power demand of FCSs is of vital 

importance for the power network. Current distribution and transmission lines are not prepared to support 

a large deployment of fast-chargers and grid operators are expected to face serious congestion problems if 

no action is taken. This issue is likely to gain even more importance in the near future when fast-chargers 

with higher rated power (100 kW – 150 kW) will become commercially available. In this matter, smart 

charging and energy storage are essential to optimize the use of the distribution grid by coordinating and 

managing electrical loads.  

On this matter, the European Commission issued a proposal for a new package of directives concerning 

the design of electricity markets at the end of 2016. The proposal highlights the need to stimulate a cost-

efficient deployment of energy storage facilities through an adequate regulatory framework. According to 

(European Commission, 2017), energy storage systems should be operated by market parties as a 

conventional commercial activity and should be remunerated for the multiple they services they are able to 

provide to grid operators. These, on the other hand, should not own, operate or manage storage facilities 

but they should offer storage operators the possibility to assist them in (DSO) congestion management or 

TSO balancing, to provide demand respond services or even to consider them in grid planning. 

Regarding the future of second-life batteries, the situation is unclear and many issues concerning battery 

residual performances, rehabilitation costs, sustainable business models etc.. still need to be addressed as 

reused batteries will be competing with brand-new ones. Clearly, from an environmental point of view, 

extending the lifespan of automotive cells is beneficial considering that they would reduce the need for 

manufacturing new batteries, consequently decreasing both the demand for primary resources and potential 

waste. This aspect should be taken into consideration by policy makers who could further stimulate battery 

reuse through financial incentives and appropriate policy schemes. On the other hand, research on the 

battery performance beyond 80% SOH should continue. Battery manufacturers and automakers, if they are 

willing to take into account a second-life, could consider using less degrading materials or, from a practical 

perspective, preparing the battery for a 2nd life during the design phase by including connectors, adapters, 

gateways or even a BMS prepared to communicate and manage batteries on stationary applications with 

more than one battery at the same time.  

In conclusion, besides the obtained results, this project proposes a methodology to build a flexible 

optimization algorithm that, with some small modifications, can be used to analyze energy storage 

integration in other situations. In fact, no method was found in the literature for properly estimating the 

optimal power levels to contract with a Spanish tariff. Such model could be potentially used to investigate 

other applications when energy storage integration could be beneficial. The methodology to evaluate of the 

battery expected lifetime also represents a valuable contribution of this project to the scientific field. It in 

fact happens to be halfway between low accurate and easy to implement methods and highly complex 

processes, and with some small adjustment can be adapted to other cases. Finally, it should be mentioned 

that much research has focused on studying EV owners’ behavior and charging patterns but no scientific 

work has proposed, compared and analyzed the expected charging demand scenarios in different locations 

along with their implications from the point of view of storage integration.  

9.1 Future research 

The conclusion of this project leaves space for further investigations in many of the related fields.  

In the first place, it could be interesting to include in the optimization model one or more renewable energy 

generation units with the aim of further reducing the dependency of the system from the electrical grid. 

Electricity generation with photovoltaic panels could represent a reasonable choice for the Spanish case 

considering the significant solar resources. However, the current legislative framework might be a barrier 

limiting the profitability of the additional investment. Therefore, the option needs to be carefully studied.  

The introduction of the new market agent, the so-called “gestor de carga”, also represents a source for 

potential future possibilities. In fact, as it is allowed to purchase electricity on the wholesale market where 
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prices are lower and vary every hour, it could be interesting to analyze the viability of ESS integration in 

specific cases such as hotels, shopping or leisure centers combining their base energy demand with the 

additional the charging infrastructures. 

Another possibility is to implement more accurate approaches to estimate the expected lifetime of second-

life batteries and/or to consider their reuse in other applications.  
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 Appendices 

11.1 Appendix I: Cell specifications 

Parameter Cell Module Comments 

Nominal voltage [V] 3.7 14.8 
Voltage level corresponding to the cell with 

50% SOC. 

Voltage range  3.43 – 4.17 13.72 – 16.68 
The voltage range identifies the minimum and 

maximum SOC of the cell.  

Capacity 1st life [Ah] 25  1.1 (kWh) Nominal capacity of the cell when new 

Capacity 2nd life [Ah] 20 0.888 (kWh) 
Nominal capacity of the cell at the beginning of 

the second life 

𝜂𝑐  , 𝜂𝑑 96% - 
Charging and discharging efficiency of the 

battery at the beginning of the second life. 
Table 38 – Cell and module specifications 

11.2 Appendix II: Power consumption profiles of three BEVs 

 

Figure 31 – Active power consumption profiles of three popular BEVs 
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11.3 Appendix III: Load profiles 

 

Figure 32 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located in a urban environment  

 

Figure 33 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located on highways 

 

Figure 34 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located at a workplace 
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Figure 35 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located in a urban environment (FUTURE SCENARIO) 

 

Figure 36 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located on highways (FUTURE SCENARIO) 

 

Figure 37 – Two-day load profile of a FCS located at a workplace (FUTURE SCENARIO) 
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11.4 Appendix IV: Characteristics of the inverter of the fast-

charger  

 

Figure 38 – Real measurement of the input DC power and the output AC power of the inverter of the fast-charger 
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